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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY. ILLINOIS
COUNTY DEPARTMENT - LAW DIVISION

ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of
the Estate of JEFFREY HANEY, deceased,

Plaintiff,

THE BOEING COMPANY, a corporation;
LOCKHEED MARTIN CORPORATION;
HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL, Inc., a
corporation; and PRATT & WHITNEy a
division of TINITED TECHNOLOGIES
CORPORATION.

Defendants.

COMPLAINT AT LAW

COUNT I

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN CORpORATION.

(hereinafter "LOCKHEED"), states:

l. On or before November 16,2010, LOCKHEED designed, manufactured,

distributed and sold anF-22 Raptor Aircraft to the United States Government.

2. TheF-22 Raptor Aircraft and its life support systems and engine bleed air system,

were designed, manufactured, distributed and sold pursuant to general, performance-only

contracts with the United States Government that did not contain specific design specifications.

3. LOCKHEED was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the life
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or approsupport systems and engine bleed air system necessary and/

performance requirement of the United States Government.

priate to meet the

4. On November 16, 2010, plaintiffs decedent, JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesaidF-22 Raptor aircraft from, and in proximity to, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson,

Alaska.

5. On November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22 Raptor aircraft

operated by plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEY crashed and he was killed.

6. On November 16, 2010 and at the time the F-22 Raptor aircraft left the control of

LOCKHEED, it was unreasonably defective in that:

a. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with an Onboard

Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"), Environmental Control System ("ECS"), and

other life support systems that did not safely or properly provide breathable oxygen to the

pilot operating the akcraft;

b. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with the dangerous

and defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminated by harmful

elements and compounds by the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air system;

c. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the known life support systems failure modes and

oxygen contamination modes that were known to LOCKHEED but were not known to

the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the

engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air

contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS

and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and these conditions were



known to LOCKH

aircraft;

t were not known to the pilots or
I
maintainers of F-22 Raptor

e. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that did not account for known failure modes and did not protect

critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults and

malfunctions;

f. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective life support warning sensors that were inadequate and unreliable;

g. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of the failures of

the life support systems, which were known to LOCKHEED;

h. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective life support system warnings as there were none;

i. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with a dangerous and

defective oxygen backup system that did not automatically provide life support or

breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;

j. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with a dangerous and

defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually, and whose

manual activation mechanism was located underneath and behind the pilot, in an area

impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated aircraft at

speeds exceeding the speed of sound and while he or she experienced forces many times

the force gravity;

k. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with a dangerous and

defective life support systerns that did not take all reasonable steps to provide the pilots

with redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems
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failures.

7. As a direct result of one or more of the aforesaid defects of the F-22 designed,

manufactured, distributed and sold by LOCKHEED, plaintiffs decedent, JEFFREY HANEY

was killed on November 16.2010.

8. JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEY, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter, as well

as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensation under the Wrongful Death Act

chosen by the Court.

9. ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant to the Illinois

Wrongful Death Statute, 740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. and/or any similar Act deemed applicable by

the Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintiffl ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN

CORPORATION in an amount in excess of the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the

Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook Countv. Illinois.

COUNT II

Survival Action/Product Liabitity - LOCKHEED MARTIN CORPORATION

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN CORPORATION,

(hereinafter "LOCKHEED"), states:

I' On or before November 16, 2010, LOCKHEED designed, manufactured,

distributed and sold anF-22 Raptor aircraftto the United States Government.

2. The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its life support systems and engine bleed air system

were designed, manufacfured, distributed and sold pursuant to general, performance-only



o
States Governmcontracts with the United ent that did not contain specific design specifications.

3. LOCKHEED was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the life

support systems and engine bleed air system necessary and/or appropriate to meet the

performance requirement of the United States Government.

4. On November 16, 2010, plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesaidF-22 Raptor aircraft from, and in proximity to, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson,

Alaska.

5. On November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22 Raptor aircraft

operated by plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEY crashed and he was killed.

6. On November 16, 2010 and at the time the F-22 Raptor aircraft left the control of

LOCKHEED, it was unreasonably defective in that:

a. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with an Onboard

Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"), Environmental Control System ("ECS"), and

other life support systems that did not safely or properly provide breathable oxygen to the

pilot operating the aircraft;

b. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with the dangerous

and defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminated by harmful

elements and compounds by the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air system;

c. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the known life support systems failure modes and

oxygen contamination modes that were known to LOCKHEED but were not known to

the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the

engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air



o
contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable

o
to support the OBOGS. ECS

and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and these conditions were

known to LOCKHEED but were not known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor

aircraft;

e. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that did not account for known failure modes and did not protect

critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults and

malfunctions:

f. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective life support warning sensors that were inadequate and unreliable;

g. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of the failures of

the life support systems, which were known to LOCKHEED;

h. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with danqerous and

defective life support system warnings as there were none;

i. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with a dangerous and

defective oxygen backup system that did not automatically provide life support or

breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;

j. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with a dangerous and

defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually, and whose

manual activation mechanism was located underneath and behind the pilot, in an area

impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated aircraft at

speeds exceeding the speed of sound and while he or she experienced forces many times

the force gravity;

k. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with a dangerous and
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le stepsdefective life support systems that did not take all reasonab to provide the pilots

with redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems

failures.

7. As a direct result of one or more of the aforesaid defects of the F-22 Raptor

aircraft designed, manufactured, distributed and sold by LOCKHEED, plaintiffs decedent,

JEFFREY HANEY sustained injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including conscious

pain and suffering prior to his death on November 16,2010 and had he survived, he would have

been entitled to bring a cause ofaction for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and such action

has survived him.

8. Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceased brings this Survival Action, pursuant to 755 ILCS 5127-6, commonly known

as the Survival Act of the State of Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemed applicable by the

Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintifq ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN

CORPORATION in an amount in excess of the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the

Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook Countv. Illinois.

COUNT III

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN CORpORATION,

(hereinafter "LOCKHEED"), states:

1. On or before November 16, 2010, LOCKHEED designed, manufactured,

distributed and sold anF-22 Raptor aircraft to the United States Government.

2. The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its life support systems and engine bleed air system
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factured,

t
genwere designed, manu distributed and sold pursuant to eral, performance-only

contracts with the United States Government that did not contain specific design specifications.

3. LOCKHEED was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the life

support systems and engine bleed air system necessary and/or appropriate to meet the

performance requirement of the United States Government.

4. On November 16, 2010, plaintifls decedent, JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesaidF-22 from, and in proximity to, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson, Alaska.

5. On November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22 operated by

plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEY crashed and he was killed.

6. On or before November 16, 2010, LOCKHEED was negligent, and that

negligence was the cause of the death of JEFFREY HANEY.

7. The negligence of LOCKHEED consisted of the following:

a. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell theF-22 Raptor aircraft

with a safe and reliable Onboard Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"), Environmental

Control System ("ECS"), and other life support systems that safely and properly provided

breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with a safe and reliable method to supply the pilot with oxygen that was free of harmful

contaminants and compounds that were introduced by the OBOGS, the ECS and the

engine bleed air system;

c. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems that accounted for failure modes and oxygen

contamination modes that were known to LOCKHEED but were not known to the pilots

or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft



OU
with safe and reliable life support systems that accounted for the numerous failures, faults

and malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat

conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to

support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and

these conditions were known to LOCKHEED but were not known to the pilots or

maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft;

e. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems that accounted for known failure modes and

protected critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults

and malfunctions:

f. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems that included adequate and reliable warning

SENSOTS;

g. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor atcraft

with safe and reliable instructions for the life support systerns as there was nothing to

alert pilots or maintainers of the failures of the life support systems, which were known to

LOCKHEED but were not known to pilots and maintainers of the F-22 Raptor aircraft;

h. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems that contained warnings as there were none;

i. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems that included a backup oxygen system that

automatically provide life support or breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a

malfunction;

j. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell theF-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems because the F-22 Raptor included a backup



o
oxygen system which could be activated only manually, hose manual activation

mechanism was located underneath and behind the pilot, in an area impossible for a pilot

to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated aircraft at speeds exceeding the

speed of sound and while he or she experienced forces many times the force gravity.

k. failing to properly and adequately design, build and integrate the crew life

support systerns, including the onboard Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"), the

Environmental Control System ("ECS") and other life support systems in the F-22 Raptor

aircraft:

o
and w

l. failing to properly and

protect those who serve their country;

m. failing to properly and

that steps could be taken to train

equipment;

n. failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government of

the weaknesses and defects in the OBOGS, the ECS, and other life support systems so

adequate manuals could have been prepared for pilots and maintenance crews;

o. failing to properly and adequately redesign the OBOGS, the ECS, and

other life support systems to correct known deficiencies;

p. failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to provide

pilots with redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other life support

systems failures.

8. As a direct result of the negligence of LOCKHEED, plaintiffs decedent,

JEFFREY HANEY was killed on November 16, 20T0.

9. JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEY, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter, as well

adequately perform their contracts in good faith to

adequately inform the United States Government so

pilots and equip them with necessary back-up

l0
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ext oas any additional herrs or n

chosen by the Court.

f kin entitled to compensation under the Wrongful Death Act

10. ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant to the Illinois

Wrongful Death Statute, 740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. and/or any similar Act deerned applicable by

the Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN

CORPORATION in an amount in excess of the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the

Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook Countv. Illinois.

COUNT IV

S urvival Action/I.{eeligence - LOC KIIEED MARTIN C ORPORATION

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN CORPORATION,

(hereinafter "LOCKHEED"), states:

l. On or before November 16, 2010, LOCKHEED designed, manufactured,

dishibuted and sold anF-22 Raptor aircraft to the United States Government.

2. The F-22 aircraft and its life support systems and engine bleed air system were

designed, manufactured, distributed and sold pursuant to general, performance-only contracts

with the United States Government that did not contain specific design specifications.

3. LOCKHEED was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the life

support systems and engine bleed air system necessary and/or appropriate to meet the

performance requirement of the United States Government.

4. On November 16, 2010, plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesaidF-22 from, and in proximity to, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson, Alaska.
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ber 1

o
laska.5. On Novem 6, 2010, while operating in A the F-22 operated by

plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEY crashed and he was killed.

6. On or before November 16, 2010, LOCKHEED was negligent, and that

negligence was the cause of the death of JEFFREY HANEY.

l. The negligence of LOCKHEED consisted of the following:

a. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with a safe and reliable Onboard Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"), Environmental

Control System ("ECS"), and other life support systems that safely and properly provided

breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with a safe and reliable method to supply the pilot with oxygen that was free of harmful

contaminants and compounds that were introduced by the OBOGS, the ECS and the

engine bleed air system;

e. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems that accounted for failure modes and oxygen

contamination modes that were known to LOCKHEED but were not known to the pilots

or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems that accounted for the numerous failures, faults

and malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat

conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to

support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and

these conditions were known to LOCKHEED but were not known to the pilots or

maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft;

e. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

t2



with safe and reliable life support systems that accounted for known failure modes and

protected critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults

and malfunctions;

f. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems that included adequate and reliable warning

SENSOTS;

g. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable instructions for the life support systems as there was nothing to

alert pilots or maintainers of the failures of the life support systems, which were known to

LOCKHEED but were not known to pilots and maintainers of the F-22 Raptor airwaft;

h. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems that contained warnings as there were none;

i. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems that included a backup oxygen systan that

automatically provide life support or breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a

malfunction;

j. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems because the F-22 Raptor included a backup

oxygen system which could be activated only manually, and whose manual activation

mechanism was located underneath and behind the pilot, in an area impossible for a pilot

to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated aircraft at speeds exceeding the

speed of sound and while he or she experienced forces many times the force gravity.

k. failing to properly and adequately design, build and integrate the crew life

support systems, including the OBOGS, the ECS and other life support systems in the F-

22Raptor aircraft;
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a
their conl. failing to properly and adequately perform tracts in good faith to

protect those who serve their country;

m. failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government so

that steps could be taken to train pilots and equip them with necessary back-up

equipment;

n. failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government of

the weaknesses and defects in the OBOGS, the ECS, and other life support systems so

adequate manuals could have been prepared for pilots and maintenance crews;

o. failing to properly and adequately redesign the OBOGS, the ECS, and

other life support systems to correct known deficiencies;

p. failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to provide

pilots with redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other life support

systems failures.

8. As a direct result the negligence of LOCKHEED, plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY

HANEY sustained injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including conscious pain and

suffering prior to his death on November 16, 2010 and had he survived, he would have been

entitled to bring a cause of action for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and such action has

survived him.

9. Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceased brings this Survival Action, pursuant to 755ILCS 5127-6, commonly known

as the Survival Act of the State of Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemed applicable by the

Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintifq ANNA

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands

CORPORATION in an amount in excess

HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

judgment against defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN

of the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the

t4
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CourtLaw Division of the Circuit of Cook County, Illinois.

COUNT V

WTONEfUI DEAth/Breach of WarrantY . LOCKIIEED MARTIN CORPORATION

Plaintiff; ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN CORPORATION,

(hereinafter "LOCKHEED"), states:

1. On or before November 16, 2010, LOCKHEED designed, manufactured,

distributed and sold anF-22 Raptor aircraft to the United States Government.

2. There existed on November 16, 2010 certain warranties of fitness for a particular

purpose and merchantability that were implied from the contracts that were entered into between

the United States Government and LOCKHEED regardless of any writing to eliminate or limit

them.

3. The warranty of fitness for a particular purpose was breached by LOCKHEED in

that the life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft were completely and wholly inadequate

for the purpose intended, which was safe flight. The life support systems of the F-22 Raptor

aircraft were and are completely and wholly inadequate as follows:

a. the Onboard Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"), Environmental

Control System ("ECS"), and other life support systems did not safely or properly

provide breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b. the life support systems did not safely and reliably supply the pilot with

oxygen that was free of harmful contaminants and compounds that were introduced by

the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air system;

c. the life support systems did not safely and reliably account for failure

modes and oxygen contamination modes that were known to LOCKHEED but were not

known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

15
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I
and reld. the li pport systems did not safely iably account for the

numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but

not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed

air is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems of theF-22

Raptor aircraft and these conditions were known to LOCKHEED but were not known to

the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft;

e. the life support systems did not safely and reliably account for known

failure modes and protected critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air

system failures, faults and malfunctions;

f. the life support systems did not safely and reliably include adequate and

reliable warning sensors;

g. the life support systems did not safely and reliably alert pilots or

maintainers of the failures of the life support systerns, which were known to

LOCKHEED but were not known to pilots and maintainers of the F-22 Raptor aircraft;

h. the life support systems did not safely and reliably contain warnings as

there were and are none:

i. the life support systems did not safely and reliably include a backup

oxygen system that automatically provides life support or breathable oxygen to the pilot

in the event of a malfunction;

j. the life support systems did include a safe and reliable backup oxygen

system because the existing backup oxygen system could be activated only manually, and

its manual activation mechanism was and is located underneath and behind the pilot, in

an area impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated

aircraft at speeds exceeding the speed of sound and while he or she experienced forces

many times the force gravity.

t6
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fe suk. the li pport systems did not safely and reliably take all reasonable

steps to provide the pilots with redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS and

other life support systems failures.

4. The warranty of merchantability was breached by LOCI(HEED because the

OBOGS and the ECS and the life support systems were not of fair or average quality of other

ECS or OBOGS or life support systems made by competitors nor were they of the same quality

as others designed, manufactured, sold or distributed by LOCKHEED in that these systerns

failed to function as required.

5. As a direct result of the breaches of warranties by LOCKHEED, plaintiffs

decedent, JEFFREY HANEY was killed on November 16,2010.

6. JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEY, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter, as well

as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensation under the Wrongful Death Act

chosen by the Court.

7. ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant to the Illinois

Wrongful Death Statute, 740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. and/or any similar Act deemed applicable by

the Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN

CORPORATION in an amount in excess of the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the

Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook Countv. Illinois.

COUNT VI

Survival Action/Breach of Warrantv - LOCKHEED MARTIN CORPORATION

Plaintiff ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

t7
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MARHANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, LOCKHEED

(hereinafter "LOCKHEED"), states:

TIN CORPORATION.

1. On or before November 16, 2010, LOCKHEED designed, manufactured,

distributed and sold anF-22 Raptor aircraft to the United States Government.

2. There existed on November 16, 2010 certain warranties of fitness for a particular

purpose and merchantability that were implied from the contracts that were entered into between

the United States Government and LOCKHEED regardless of any writing to eliminate or limit

them.

3. The warranty of fitness for a particular purpose was breached by LOCI(HEED in

that the life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft were and are completely and wholly

inadequate for the purpose intended, which was safe flight. The life support systems of theF-22

Raptor aircraft were and are completely and wholly inadequate as follows:

a. the Onboard Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"), Environmental

Control System ("ECS"), and other life support systems did not safely or properly

provide breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b. the life support systems did not safely and reliably supply the pilot with

oxygen that was free of harmful contaminants and compounds that were introduced by

the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air system;

c. the life support systems did not safely and reliably account for failure

modes and oxygen contamination modes that were known to LOCKHEED but were not

known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d. the life support systems did not safely and reliably account for the

numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but

not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed

air is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems of theF-22

18



Raptor aircraft and t
I
heseconditions were known to LOCKH but were not known to

the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft;

e. the life support systems did not safely and reliably account for known

failure modes and protected critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air

system failures, faults and malfunctions;

f. the life support systems did not safely and reliably include adequate and

reliable warning sensors;

g. the life support systems did not safely and reliably alert pilots

maintainers of the failures of the life support systems, which were known

LOCKHEED but were not known to pilots and maintainers of the F-22 Raptor aircraft;

h. the life support systems did not safely and reliably contain warnings

there were and are none;

i. the life support systems did not safely and reliably include a backup

oxygen system that automatically provides life support or breathable oxygen to the pilot

in the event of a malfunction;

j. the life support systems did not include a safe and reliable backup oxygen

system because the existing backup oxygen system could be activated only manually, and

its manual activation mechanism was and is located underneath and behind the pilot, in

an area impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated

aircraft at speeds exceeding the speed of sound and while he or she experienced forces

many times the force gravity.

k. the life support systems did not safely and reliably take all reasonable

steps to provide the pilots with redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS and

other life support systems failures.

4. The warranty of merchantability was breached by LOCKHEED because the

I
EED

or

to
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o
OBOGS and the ECS and the life support systems were not of fair or average quality of other

ECS or OBOGS or life support systems made by competitors nor were they of the same quality

as others designed, manufactured, sold or distributed by LOCKHEED in that these systems

failed to function as required.

5. As a direct result of the breaches of warranties by LOCKHEED, plaintiffs

decedent, JEFFREY HANEY sustained injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including

conscious pain and suffering prior to his death on November 16, 2010 and had he survived, he

would have been entitled to bring a cause of action for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and

such action has survived him.

6. Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceased brings this Survival Action, pursuant to 755ILCS 5/27-6, commonly known

as the Survival Act of the State of Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemed applicable by the

Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN

CORPORATION in an amount in excess of the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the

Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook Countv. Illinois.

COUNT VII

Wroneful Death/Breach of Contract - LOCKHEED MARTIN CORPORATION

Plaintiff ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN CORPORATION,

(hereinafter "LOCKHEED"). states:

1. On or before November 16, 20T0, LOCKHEED designed, manufactured,

distributed and sold anF-22 Raptor aircraft to the United States Government.

2. The United States Government entered into a contract with LOCKHEED for the
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design and manufacture of $100,000,000.00 per copy fifth generation stealth fighter.

3. The purpose of that contract was to provide the United States Air Force with a

fighter aircraft that would eclipse those operated by the world's other air forces.

4. The pilot life support requirements of the contract were perfonnance requirements

only, with the contractor LOCKHEED to decide what system would best meet the requirernents

for performance that included mission profile and sufficient breathable oxygen to support pilot

performance for the flight envelope and mission of the aircraft.

5. The entire objective of the pilot life support portion of the contract was to benefit

the pilot of the aircraft, in this instance plaintiff s decedent JEFFREY HANEY.

6. It was the objective, purpose and specific intention of the parties that the

beneficiary of this contract was the pilot and the specific objective that he or she be equipped

with an Onboard Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"), an Environmental Control System

("ECS") and other life support systems that would provide, under all anticipatable flight

conditions, and in combat, sufficient breathable oxygen for the pilot to be able to control his or

her aircraft and survive the flight.

7. LOCKHEED breached its contract for the creditor beneficiarv. JEFFREY

HANEY, by failing to meet its obligations as follows:

a. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with a safe and reliable OBOGS, ECS, and other life support systems that did not safely

or properly provide breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with a safe and reliable method to supply the pilot with oxygen that was free of harmful

contaminants and compounds that were introduced by the OBOGS, the ECS and the

engine bleed air system;

c. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft
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I
failurewith safe and reliable life support systems that accounted for modes and oxygen

contamination modes that were known to LOCKHEED but were not known to the pilots

or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems that accounted for the numerous failures, faults

and malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat

conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to

support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and

these conditions were known to LOCKHEED but were not known to the pilots or

maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft;

e. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems that accounted for known failure modes and

protected critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults

and malfunctions;

f. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systerns that included adequate and reliable warning

sensors;

g. failing to design, manufacture, diskibute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable instructions for the life support systems as there was nothing to

alert pilots or maintainers of the failures of the life support systems, which were known to

LOCKHEED but were not known to pilots and maintainers of the F-22 Raptor aircraft;

h. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems that contained warnings as there were none;

i. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems that included a backup oxygen system that
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o
theautomatically provide life support or breathable oxygen to

malfunction;

pilot in the event of a

j. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell theF-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems because the F-22 Raptor included a backup

oxygen system which could be activated only manually, and whose manual activation

mechanism was located underneath and behind the pilot, in an area impossible for a pilot

to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated aircraft at speeds exceeding the

speed of sound and while he or she experienced forces many times the force gravity;

k. failing to properly and adequately design, build and integrate the crew life

support systems, including the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems intheF-22

Raptor aircraft;

l. failing to properly and adequately perform their contracts in good faith to protect

those who serve their countrv:

m. failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government so that

steps could be taken to train pilots and equip them with necessary back-up equipment;

n. failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government of the

weaknesses and defects in the OBOGS, the ECS, and other life support systems so adequate

manuals could have been prepared for pilots and maintenance crews;

o. failing to properly and adequately redesign the OBOGS, the ECS, and other life

support systems in to correct known deficiencies;

p. failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to provide pilots with

redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems failures.

8. As a direct result of the breach of contract by LOCKHEED, plaintiff s decedent,

JEFFREY HANEY was killed on November 16. 2010.

9. JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEY, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter, as well
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as any additional heirs or

chosen by the Court.

o
next of kin entitled to compensation Wrongful Death Act

10. ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant to the Illinois

Wrongful Death Statute, 740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. and/or any similar Act deemed applicable by

the Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintifq ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN

CORPORATION in an amount in excess of the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the

Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook Countv. Illinois.

COUNT VIII

Plaintifl ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN CORPORATION.

(hereinafter "LOCKHEED"), states:

l. On or before November 16, 2010, LOCKHEED designed, manufactured,

distributed and sold anF-22 Raptor aircraft to the United States Government.

2. The United States Government entered into a contract with LOCKHEED for the

design and manufacture of $100,000,000.00 per copy fifth generation stealth fighter.

3. The purpose of that contract was to provide the United States Air Force with a

fighter aircraft that would eclipse those operated by the world's other air forces.

4. The pilot life support requirements of the contract were perforrnance requirements

only, with the contractor LOCKHEED to decide what system would best meet the requirements

for performance that included mission profile and sufficient breathable oxygen to support pilot

performance for the flight envelope and mission of the aircraft..

a
under the
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a
of the pilot life support portion of the

o
bjective5. The entire o contract was to benefit

the pilot of the aircraft, in this instance plaintiff s decedent JEFFREY HANEY.

6. It was the objective, purpose and specific intention of the parties that the

beneficiary of this contract was the pilot and the specific objective that he or she be equipped

with an Onboard Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS") \, m Environmental Control System

("ECS") and other life support systems that would provide, under all anticipatable flight

conditions, and in combat, sufficient breathable oxygen for the pilot to be able to control his or

her aircraft and survive the flisht.

7. LOCKHEED breached its contract for the creditor beneficiarv" JEFFREY

HANEY, by failing to meet its obligations as follows:

a. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with a safe and reliable OBOGS, ECS, and other life support systems that did not safely

or properly provide breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with a safe and reliable method to supply the pilot with oxygen that was free of harmful

contaminants and compounds that were introduced by the OBOGS, the ECS and the

engine bleed air system;

c. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems that accounted for failure modes and oxygen

contamination modes that were known to LOCKHEED but were not known to the pilots

or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems that accounted for the numerous failures, faults

and malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat

conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to
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support the OBOGS,
I
ECS

t
and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and

these conditions were known to LOCKHEED but were not known to the pilots or

maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft;

e. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems that accounted for known failure modes and

protected critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults

and malfunctions;

f. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell theF-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems that included adequate and reliable warning

SENSOTS;

g. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable instructions for the life support systems as there was nothing to

alert pilots or maintainers of the failures of the life support systems, which were known to

LOCKHEED but were not known to pilots and maintainers of the F-22 Raptor aircraft;

h. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems that contained warnings as there were none;

i. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems that included a backup oxygen systern that

automatically provide life support or breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a

malfunction;

j. failing to design, manufacture, distribute and sell the F-22 Raptor aircraft

with safe and reliable life support systems because the F-22 Raptor included a backup

oxygen system which could be activated only manually, and whose manual activation

mechanism was located underneath and behind the pilot, in an area impossible for a pilot

to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated aircraft at speeds exceeding the
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o
he or she experienced forces many times the force gravity;

o
whilespeed ofsound and

k. failing to properly and adequately design, build and integrate the crew life

support systems, including the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems in the F-22

Raptor aircraft;

l. failing to properly and adequately perform their contracts in good faith to protect

those who serve their countrv:

m. failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government so that

steps could be taken to train pilots and equip them with necessary back-up equipment;

n. failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government of the

weaknesses and defects in the OBOGS, the ECS, and other life support systems so adequate

manuals could have been prepared for pilots and maintenance crews;

o. failing to properly and adequately redesign the OBOGS, the ECS, and other life

support systems in to correct known deficiencies;

p. failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to provide pilots with

redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems failures.

8. As a direct result of the breaches of warranties by LOCKHEED, plaintiffs

decedent, JEFFREY HANEY sustained injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including

conscious pain and suffering prior to his death on November 16, 2010 and had he survived, he

would have been entitled to bring a cause of action for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and

such action has survived him.

9. Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceased brings this Survival Action, pursuant to 755ILCS 5127-6, commonly known

as the Survival Act of the State of Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemed applicable by the

Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintiffl ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN
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o
amountCORPORATION in an in excess of the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the

Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook Countv. Illinois.

COUNT IX

Wroneful Death/Fraud - LOCKHEED MARTIN CORPORATION

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN CORPORATION,

(hereinafter "LOCKHEED"), states:

1. LOCKHEED committed actual fraud on the United States Government and

therefore its employee JEFFREY HANEY by knowingly designing, manufacturing, distributing

and selling an unreasonably dangerous and defectiveF-22 Raptor aircraft, including its Onboard

Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"), its Environmental Control System ("ECS") and its

other life support systems.

2. TheF-22 Raptor aircraft was unreasonably dangerous and defective as follows:

a. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with an OBOGS, ECS,

and other life support systems that did not safely or properly provide breathable oxygen

to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b. it was designed, rnanufactured, distributed and sold with the dangerous

and defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminated by harmful

elements and compounds by the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air systern;

c. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the known life support systems failure modes and

oxygen contamination modes that were known to LOCKHEED but were not known to

the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft..

d- it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the
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o
system

o
overheatengine bleed air , including but not limited to conditions and bleed air

contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS

and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and these conditions were

known to LOCKHEED but were not known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor

aircraft;

e. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that did not account for known failure modes and did not protect

critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults and

malfunctions;

f. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective life support warning sensors that were inadequate and unreliable;

g. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of the failures of

the life support systems, which were known to LOCKHEED;

h. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective life support system warnings as there were none;

i. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with a dangerous and

defective oxygen backup systern that did not automatically provide life support or

breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;

j. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with a dangerous and

defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually, and whose

manual activation mechanism was located underneath and behind the pilot, in an area

impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated aircraft at

speeds exceeding the speed of sound and while he or she experienced forces many times

the force gravity;
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a
sold with a dangerous and

defective life support systems that did not take all reasonable steps to provide the pilots

with redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems

failures.

3. The fraud of LOCKHEED included, but is not limited to the following:

a. Before November 16,2010 LOCKHEED represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, its

ECS and its other life support systems met the performance requirements of the crew

survivability contract when LOCKHEED knew that they did not;

b. Before November 16,2010 LOCKHEED represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, its

ECS and its other life support systems, met the reliability requirements of the crew

survivability contract when LOCKHEED knew that they did not;

c. Before November 16,2010 LOCKHEED represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, its

ECS and its other life support systems met systems integration requirements when

LOCKHEED knew that they did not;

d. Before November 16,2I1L,LOCKHEED represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the failure annunciation system for the F-22 Raptor

aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systems would provide

early and adequate warning to the pilots of failure or insufficiency of these systems when

LOCKHEED knew that they did not;

e. Before November 16,2010, LOCKHEED represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, its

ECS and its other life support systems would work with oxygen masks, counter-pressure

o
it was designed, manufacfured, distributed and
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I
gaffnents, anti-exposure gannents and high "g" maneuveri

that thev would not:

LOCKHEED knew

f. Before November 16,2010, LOCKHEED represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had fixed or cured any deficiencies in the F-22

Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS or its other life support systems when

LOCKHEED knew that it had not:

g. Before Novernber 16,2010, LOCKHEED represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had provided sufficient maintenance information to

allow diagnostic and repair of the F-22Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS and

its other life support systems in the field when LOCKHEED knew that it had not;

4. Before November 16, 2010, LOCKHEED represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had provided a safe and reliable F-22 Raptor aircraft,

including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systems that would allow our fighting

men and women to survive combat, when LOCKHEED knew that it had not provided such and

aircraft nor such systems to allow our pilots to survive even routine training missions, such as the

one that killed plaintiffs' decedent JEFFREY HANEY. As a direct result of the fraud of

LOCKHEED that continues to this date, the United States Air Force has had to. ground and/or

severely limit flight of the F-22 Raptor aircraft, which has severely limited the aircraft's combat

operations, range, and utility and the plaintiff s decedent JEFFREY HANEY is dead.

5. As a direct result of the fraud of LOCKHEED that continues to this date. the

United States Air Force has awarded LOCKHEED a new multi-million dollar contract to

investigate the failures, defects and deficiencies of the F-22 Raptor aircraft OBOGS, ECS and

other life support systems, of which LOCKHEED has had continuing knowledge since the

inception of the F-22 Raptor program and which directly caused the death of plaintiff s decedent

JEFFREY HANEY.

a
ng when
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6. As a direct
o

result of the fraud of LOCKHEED, plaintiffs decedent, JEFFREY

HANEY was killed on November 16,2010.

7. JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEY, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter, as well

as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensation under the Wrongful Death Act

chosen by the Court.

8. ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant to the Illinois

Wrongful Death Statute, 740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. andlor any similar Act deemed applicable by

the Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN

CORPORATION in an amount in excess of the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the

Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook Countv. Illinois.

COUNT X

Survival Action/Fraud - LOCKHEED MARTIN CORPORATION

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN CORPORATION,

(hereinafter "LOCKHEED"), states:

1. LOCKHEED committed actual fraud on the United States Government and

therefore its employee JEFFREY HANEY by knowingly designing, manufacturing, distributing

and selling an unreasonably dangerous and defecti veF-22Raptor aircraft,including its Onboard

Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"), its Environmental Control System ("ECS") and its

other life support systems.

2. TheF-22 Raptor aircraft was unreasonably dangerous and defective as follows:
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oo
it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with an OBOGS, ECS,a.

and other life support systems that did not safely or properly provide breathable oxygen

to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with the dangerous

and defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminated by harmful

elements and compounds by the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air system;

c. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the known life support systems failure modes and

oxygen contamination modes that were known to LOCKHEED but were not known to

the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d. it was designed, manufactured, diskibuted and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the

engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air

contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS

and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and these conditions were

known to LOCKHEED but were not known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor

aircraft;

e. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that did not account for known failure modes and did not protect

critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults and

malfunctions:

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective life support warning sensors that were inadequate and unreliable;

g. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of the failures of

a a
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o
ystems, which were known to LOCKHEED;the life support s

h. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective life support system warnings as there were none;

i. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with a dangerous and

defective oxygen backup system that did not automatically provide life support or

breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;

j. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with a dangerous and

defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually, and whose

manual activation mechanism was located underneath and behind the pilot, in an area

impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated aircraft at

speeds exceeding the speed of sound and while he or she experienced forces many times

the force gravity;

k. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with a dangerous and

defective life support systems that did not take all reasonable steps to provide the pilots

with redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems

failures.

3. The fraud of LOCKHEED included, but is not limited to the following:

a. Before November 16,2010 LOCKHEED represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, it ECS

and its other life support systems met the performance requirements of the crew

survivability contract when LOCKHEED knew that they did not;

b. Before November 16,2010 LOCKHEED represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, it ECS

and its other life support systems, met the reliability requirements of the crew

survivability contract when LOCKHEED knew that they did not;
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o
fore November 16, 2010 LOCKHEED

o
representc. Be ed to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the F-22Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, it ECS

and its other life support systems met systems integration requirements when

LOCKHEED knew that they did not;

d. Before November 16,2010, LOCKHEED represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the failure annunciation system for the F-22 Raptor

aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systems would provide

early and adequate warning to the pilots of failure or insufficiency of these systems when

LOCKHEED knew that thev did not:

e. Before November 16,2010, LOCKHEED represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, its

ECS and its other life support systems would work with oxygen masks, counter-pressure

garments, anti-exposure garments and high oog" maneuvering when LOCKHEED knew

that they would not;

f. Before November 16,2010, LOCKHEED represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had fixed or cured any deficiencies in the F-22

Raptor airvaft, including its OBOGS, its ECS or its other life support systems when

LOCKHEED knew that it had not;

g. Before November 16,2010, LOCKHEED represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had provided sufficient maintenance information to

allow diagnostic and repair of the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS and

its other life support systems in the field when LOCKHEED knew that it had not;

h. Before Novernber 16,2010, LOCKHEED represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had provided a safe and reliable F-22 Raptor aircraft,

including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systems that would allow our
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o
wome

o
KHEEfighting men and n to survive combat. when LOC D knew that it had not

provided such and aircraft nor such systems to allow our pilots to survive even routine

training missions, such as the one that killed plaintiffs' decedent JEFFREY HANEY.

4. As a direct result of the fraud of LOCKHEED that continues to this date, the

United States Air Force has had to ground and/or severely limit flight of the F-22 Raptor aircraft,

which has severely limited the aircraft's combat operations, range, and utility and the plaintifPs

decedent JEFFREY HANEY is dead.

5. As a direct result of the fraud of LOCKHEED that continues to this date. the

United States Air Force has awarded LOCKHEED a new multi-million dollar contract to

investigate the failures, defects and deficiencies of the F-22 Raptor aircraft OBOGS, ECS and

other life support systems, of which LOCKHEED has had continuing knowledge since the

inception of the F-22 Raptor program and which directly caused the death of plaintiff s decedent

JEFFREY HANEY.

6. As a direct result of the fraud of LOCKHEED, plaintiffls decedent, JEFFREY

HANEY sustained injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including conscious pain and

suffering prior to his death on November 16,2010 and had he survived, he would have been

entitled to bring a cause of action for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and such action has

survived him.

7, Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceased brings this Survival Action, pursuant to 755ILCS 5127-6, commonly known

as the Survival Act of the State of Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemed applicable by the

Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, LOCKHEED MARTIN

CORPORATION in an amount in excess of the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the
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CourtLaw Division of the Circuit of Cook County, Illinors.

COUNT XI

Wroneful Death/Product Liabilitv - BOEING CORPORATION

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, BOEING CORPORATION, (hereinafter

"BOEING"), states:

1. On or before November 16,2010, BOEING designed, manufactured, distributed,

integrated and sold certain components in an F-22 Raptor aircraft to the United States

Government.

2. On or before November 16,2010, BOEING was the integrator of the life support

systerns of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and was responsible for the selection of individual life

support systems, engine bleed air system and for the integration and interoperability of each life

support system and other components and systems of the F-22Raptor aircraft.

3. The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its components, life support systems and engine

bleed air system were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold pursuant to

general, performance-only contracts with the United States Government that did not contain

specific design specifications.

4. BOEING was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the

components, life support systems and engine bleed air system necessily andlor appropriate to

meet the performance requirement of the United States Government.

5. On November 16, 2010, plaintiffs decedent, JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesaidF-22 Raptor aircraft from, and in proximity to, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson,

Alaska.

6. On November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22 Raptor aircraft

operated by plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEY crashed and he was killed.
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nents,7. On November 16, 2010 and at the time the compo life support systems and

of BOEING, they wereengine bleed air system of the F-22 Raptor aircraft left the control

unreasonablv defective in that:

a. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with an

Onboard Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"), Environmental Control System

('.ECS"), and other life support systems that did not safely or properly provide breathable

oxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

the dangerous and defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminated by

harmful elements and compounds by the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air

system;

c. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the known life support systems failure

modes and oxygen contamination modes that were known to BOEING but were not

known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and

malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat

conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to

support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and

these conditions were known to BOEING but were not known to the pilots or maintainers

of F-22 Raptor aircraft;

e. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that did not account for known failure modes and did

not protect critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures,
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faults and malfunctions;

f. they were designed, manufactured,

dangerous and defective life support warning

unreliable:

distributed, integrated and sold with

sensors that were inadequate and

g. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerous and defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of

the failures of the life support systerns, which were known to BOEING;

h. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerous and defective life support system warnings as there were none;

i. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerous and defective oxygen backup system that did not automatically provide life

support or breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;

j. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerous and defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually,

and whose manual activation mechanism was located underneath and behind the pilot, in

arL area impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated

. aircraft at speeds exceeding the speed of sound and while he or she experienced forces

many times the force gravity;

k. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerous and defective life support systems that did not take all reasonable steps to

provide the pilots with redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other

life support systems failures.

8. As a direct result of one or more of the aforesaid defects of the F-22 Raptor

aircraft components, life support systems and engine bleed air systern designed, manufactured,

distributed, integrated and sold by BOEING, plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEY was killed
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on November 16,2010.

9' JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEy, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter, as well

as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensation under the wrongful Death Act

chosen by the Court.

10' ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action pursuant to the Illinois

wrongful Death Statute' 740 ILcs 180/1, et seq. and/or any similar Act deemed applicable by

the Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, BOEING coRpoRATIoN

in an amount in excess of the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of

the Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois.

COUNT XII

Plaintiff ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased' complaining of defendant, BOEING coRpoRATIoN, (hereinafter

"BOEING"), states:

1' on or before November 16,2010, BOEING designed, manufactured, dishibuted.

integrated and sold certain components in an F-22 Raptor aircraft to the United states

Government.

2' on or before November 16,2[1L,BOEING was the integrator of the life support

systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and was responsible for the selection of individual life

support systems, engine bleed air system and for the integration and interoperability of each life

support system and other components and systems of the F-22Raptor aircraft.
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support

o
Raptor3. The F-22 aircraft and its components, life systems and engine

bleed air system were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold pursuant to

general, performance-only contracts with the United States Government that did not contain

specifi c desi gn specifi cations.

4. BOEING was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the

components, life support systems and engine bleed air system necessary and/or appropriate to

meet the performance requirement of the United States Government.

5. On November 16, 2010, plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesaidF-22 Raptor aircraft from, and in proximity to, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson,

Alaska.

6. On November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22 Raptor aircraft

operated by plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEY crashed and he was killed.

7. On November 16, 2010 and at the time the components, life support systems and

engine bleed air system of the F-22 Raptor aircraft left the control of BOEING, they were

unreasonably defective in that:

a. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with an

Onboard Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"), Environmental Control System

("ECS"), and other life support systems that did not safely or properly provide breathable

oxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

the dangerous and defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminated by

harmful elements and compounds by the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air

system;

c. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the known life support systems failure
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modes and oxygen contamination modes that were know

known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

BOEING but were not

d. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and

malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat

conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to

support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and

these conditions were known to BOEING but were not known to the pilots or maintainers

of F-22 Raptor aircraft;

e. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that did not account for known failure modes and did

not protect critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures,

faults and malfunctions;

f. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerous and defective life support warning sensors that were inadequate and

unreliable:

g. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerous and defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of

the failures of the life support systems, which were known to BoEING;

h. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerous and defective life support systern warnings as there were none;

i. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerous and defective oxygen backup system that did not automatically provide life

support or breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;

j. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a

a
n to
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dangerous and defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually,

and whose manual activation mechanism was located underneath and behind the pilot, in

an area impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated

aircraft at speeds exceeding the speed of sound and while he or she experienced forces

many times the force gravity;

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a dangerous and

defective life support systems that did not take all reasonable steps to provide the pilots with

redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems failures.

8. As a direct result of one or more of the aforesaid defects of the F-22 Raptor

aircraft components, life support systems and engine bleed air system designed, manufactured,

distributed, integrated and sold by BOEING, plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEY sustained

injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including conscious pain and suffering prior to his

death on November 16,2010 and had he survived, he would have been entitled to bring a cause

of action for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and such action has survived him.

9. Plaintifl ANNA HANEY, Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceased brings this Survival Action, pursuant to 755ILCS 5127-6, commonly known

as the Survival Act of the State of Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemed applicable by the

Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, BOEING CORPORATION

in an amount in excess of the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of

the Circuit Court of Cook Countv. Illinois.

COUNT XIII

Wroneful Death/Neelieence - BOEING CORpORATION

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy
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o
CORPOHANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, BOEING

"BOEING"), states:

RATION, (hereinafter

1' On or before November 16,2010, BOEING designed, manufactured, distributed,

integrated and sold certain components in an F-22 Raptor aircraft to the United States

Government.

2. On or before Novernber 16,2010, BOEING was the integrator of the life support

systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and was responsible for the selection of individual life

support systems, engine bleed air system and for the integration and interoperability of each life

support system and other components and systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft.

3' The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its components, life support systerns and engine

bleed air system were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold pursuant to

general, performance-only contracts with the United States Government that did not contain

specifi c design specifi cations.

4. BOEING was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the

components, life support systems and engine bleed air system necessary andlor appropriate to

meet the performance requirement of the United States Government.

5. On November 16, 2010, plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesai d F-22 Raptor aircraft from, and in proximity to, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson.

Alaska.

6' On November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22 Raptor aircraft

operated by plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEY crashed and he was killed.

7 ' On or before November 16, 2010, BOEING was negligent, and that negligence

was the cause of the death of JEFFREY HANEY.

8. The negligence of BoEING consisted of the followins:

a. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell a safe and
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o
reliable Onboard Oxygen Generating System (..OBOGS,,),

System ("ECS"), and other life support systems that safely

Environmental Control

and properly provided

breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell a safe and

reliable method to supply the pilot with oxygen that was free of harmful contaminants

and compounds that were introduced by the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air

system;

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for failure modes and oxygen contamination

modes that were known to BoEING but were not known to the pilots or maintainers of

F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for the numerous failures, faults and

malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat

conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to

support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and

these conditions were known to BOEING but were not known to the pilots or maintainers

of F-22 Raptor aircraft;

e' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for known failure modes and protected

critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults and

malfunctions;

failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and seil safe and

reliable life support systems that included adequate and reliable warning sensors;

g. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and
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was noth

reliable instructions for the life support systems as there ing to alert pilots or

maintainers of the failures of the life support systems, which were known to BOEING but

were not known to pilots and maintainers of the F-22 Raptor aircraft;

h' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that contained warnings as there were none;

i' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that included a backup oxygen system that automatically

provide life support or breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;

j' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems because theF-22 Raptor included a backup oxygen system

which could be activated only manually, and whose manual activation mechanism was

located underneath and behind the pilot, in an area impossible for a pilot to reach while

he or she maneuvered the sophisticated aircraft at speeds exceeding the speed of sound

and while he or she experienced forces many times the force gravity.

k' failing to properly and adequately design, manufacture, integrate and sell

the crew life support systems, including the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems

in the F-22Raptor aircraft;

l' failing to properly and adequately perform their contracts in good faith to

protect those who serve their country;

m' failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government so

that steps could be taken to train pilots and equip them with necessary back-up

equipment;

n' failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government of

the weaknesses and defects in the oBoGS, the ECS, and other life support systems so

adequate manuals could have been prepared for pilots and maintenance crews:



t

provide

support

I
the OBo. failing to properly and adequately redesign OGS, the ECS" and

other life support systems to correct known deficiencies;

p. failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to

pilots with redundancy given the known history of oBoGS, ECS and other life

systems failures.

9. As a direct result of the negligence of BOEING, plaintifls decedent, JEFFREY

HANEY was killed on Novemb er 16,2010.

10' JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEy, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter, as well

as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensation under the Wrongful Death Act

chosen by the Court.

11' ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY' deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant to the Illinois

Wrongful Death Statute, 740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. and/or any similar Act deemed applicable by

the Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintifq ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, BOEING CORPORATION

in an amount in excess of the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of

the Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois.

COUNT XIV

Plaintiff ANNA HANEY.

HANEY, deceased, complaining

"BOEING"), states:

Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

defendant, BOEING CORPORATION, (hereinafter

16, 2010, BOEING designed, manufactured, distributed
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l. On or before November



and sold anF-22 Raptor aircraft to the United States Government.

2' on or before November 16,2010, BOEING was the integrator of the life support

systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and was responsible for the selection of individual life

support systems, engine bleed air system and for the integration and interoperability of each life

support system and other components and systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft.

3' The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its components, life support systems and engine

bleed air system were designed, manufactured, distributed and sold pursuant to general,

performance-only contracts with the United States Government that did not contain specific

design specifications.

4' BoEING was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the

components, life support systems and engine bleed air system necessary and/or appropriate to

meet the performance requirement of the united states Government.

5' On November 16, 2010, plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesaidF-22 Raptor aircraft from, and in proximity to, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson,

Alaska.

6' On November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22 Raptor aircraft

operated by plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEY crashed and he was killed.

7' On or before Novernber 16,2010, BOEING was negligent, and that negligence

was the cause of the death of JEFFREY HANEY.

8. The negligence of BoEING consisted of the following:

a' failing to design, manufacfure, distribute, integrate and sell a safe and

reliable onboard oxygen Generating System ("oBoGS"), the Environmental Control

System ("ECS"), and other life support systems that safely and properly provided

breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell a safe and



o
reliable method to supply the pilot with oxygen that was free of harmful contaminants

and compounds that were introduced by the oBoGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air

system;

c' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for failure modes and oxygen contamination

modes that were known to BOEING but were not known to the pilots or maintainers of

F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for the numerous failures, faults and

malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat

conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to

support the oBoGS, ECS and other life supporl systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and

these conditions were known to BOEING but were not known to the pilots or maintainers

of F-22 Raptor aircraft;

e' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for known failure modes and protected

critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults and

malfunctions;

f' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that included adequate and reliable warning sensors;

g' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable instructions for the life support systems as there was nothing to alert pilots or

maintainers of the failures of the life support systems, which were known to BoEING but

were not known to pilots and maintainers of the F-22 Raptor aircraft;

h' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and
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reliable life support systems that contained warnings as there were none;

i' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that included a backup oxygen system that automatically

provide life support or breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;

j' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems because theF-22 Raptor included a backup oxygen system

which could be activated only manually, and whose manual activation mechanism was

located underneath and behind the pilot, in an area impossible for a pilot to reach while

he or she maneuvered the sophisticated aircraft at speeds exceeding the speed of sound

and while he or she experienced forces many times the force gravity.

k. failing to properly and adequately design, manufacture, integrate and sell

the crew life support systems, including the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems

in the F-22Raptor aircraft;

l. failing to properly and adequately perform their contracts in good faith to

protect those who serve their country;

m. failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government so

that steps could be taken to train pilots and equip them with necessary back-up

equipment;

n. failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government of

the weaknesses and defects in the OBOGS, the ECS, and other life support systems so

adequate manuals could have been prepared for pilots and maintenance crews;

o- failing to properly and adequately redesign the oBoGS, the ECS. and

other life support systems to correct known deficiencies;

p' failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to provide

pilots with redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other life support



systems failures;

q. failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to

pilots with redundancy given the known history of oBoGS, ECS and other life

provide

support

systems failures.

9. As a direct result the negligence of BOEING, plaintiffs decedent, JEFFREy

HANEY sustained injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including conscious pain and

suffering prior to his death on November 16, 2010 and had he survived, he would have been

entitled to bring a cause ofaction for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and such action has

survived him.

10. Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased brings this Survival Action, pursuant to 755ILCS 5127-6, commonly known

as the Survival Act of the State of Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemed applicable by the

Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, BOEING CORPORATION

in an amount in excess of the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of

the Circuit Court of Cook County. Illinois.

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY,

HANEY, deceased, complaining

"BOEING"), states:

1. On or before November

and sold certain components in anF-22

2. On or before November

Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

defendant, BOEING CORPORATION, (hereinafter

16, 2010, BOEING designed, manufactured, distributed

Raptor aircraft to the United States Governmenr.

16,2010, BOEING was the integrator of the life support

AS

of
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o
systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and was responsible for the selection of individual life

support systerns, engine bleed air system and for the integration and interoperability of each life

support system and other components and systems of the F_22 Raptor aircraft.

3' The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its components, life support systems and engine

bleed air system were designed, manufactured, distributed and sold pursuant to general,

performance-only contracts with the United States Government that did not contain specific

design specifications.

4' BOEING was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the

components, life support systems and engine bleed air system necessary and/or appropriate to

meet the performance requirernent of the united States Government.

5' There existed on Novemb er 76, 2010 certain warranties of fitness for a particular

pulpose and merchantability that were implied from the contracts that were entered into between

the united States Government and BoEING regardless of any writing to eliminate or limit them.

6' The warranty of fitness for a particular pu{pose was breached by BOEING in that

the life support systems of the F-22Raptor aircraft were completely and wholly inadequate for

the purpose intended, which was safe flight. The life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft

were and are completely and wholly inadequate as follows:

a' the Onboard Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"), Environmental

Control System ("ECS"), and other life support systems safely and properly provided

breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b' the life support systems did not safely and reliably supply the pilot with

oxygen that was free of harmful contaminants and compounds that were introduced bv

the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air system;

c' the life support systems did not safely and reliably account for failure

modes and oxygen contamination modes that were known to BOEING but were not



known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d' the life support systems did not safely and reliably account for the

numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but

not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed

air is not suitable to support the oBoGS, ECS and other life support systems of theF-22

Raptor aircraft and these conditions were known to BOEING but were not known to the

pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft;

e' the life support systems did not safely and reliably account for known

failure modes and protected critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air

system failures, faults and malfunctions;

f' the life support systems did not safely and reliably include adequate and

reliable warning sensors;

g' the life support systems did not safely and reliably alert pilots or

maintainers of the failures of the life support systems, which were known to BOEING but

were not known to pilots and maintainers of the F-22 Raptor aircraft;

h' the life support systems did not safely and reliably contain warnings as

there were and are none;

i' the life support systems did not safely and reliably include a backup

oxygen system that automatically provides life support or breathable oxygen to the pilot

in the event of a malfunction;

j' the life support systems did not include a safe and reliable backup oxygen

system because the existing backup oxygen system could be activated only manually, and

its manual activation mechanism was and is located underneath and behind the pilot, in

an area impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated

aircraft at speeds exceeding the speed of sound and while he or she experienced forces



many times the force gravity.

k. the life support systems did not safely and reliably take all reasonable

steps to provide the pilots with redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS and

other life support systems failures.

7. The warranty of merchantability was breached by BOEING because the OBOGS

and the ECS and the life support systems were not of fair or average quality of other ECS or

OBOGS or life support systems made by competitors nor were they of the same quality as others

designed, manufactured, sold or distributed by BOEING in that these systems failed to function

as required.

8. As a direct result of the breaches of warranties by BOEING, plaintiffls decedent,

JEFFREY HANEY was killed on November 16, 2010.

9. JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEY, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter, as well

as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensation under the Wrongful Death Act

chosen by the Court.

10. ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant to the Illinois

Wrongful Death Statute, 740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. andlorany similar Act deemed applicable by

the Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintifi ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, BOEING CORPORATION

in an amount in excess of the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of

the Circuit Court of Cook Countv. Illinois.

COUNT XVI

Survival Action/Breach of Warrantv - BOEING CORPORATION
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Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY,

HANEY, deceased, complaining

"BOEING"), states:

l' on or before November 16,2010, BOEING designed, manufactured, distributed

and sold certain components in an F-22 Raptor aircraft to the united States Government.

2' on or before November 16,2010, BOEING was the integrator of the life support

systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and was responsible for the selection of individual life

support systems, engine bleed air system and for the integration and interoperability of each life

support system and other components and systems of the F_22 Raptor aircraft.

3' The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its components, life support systems and engine

bleed air system were designed, manufactured, distributed and sold pursuant to general,

performance-only contracts with the United States Government that did not contain specific

design specifications.

4' BOEING was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the

components, life support systems and engine bleed air system necessary and,lor appropriate to

meet the performance requirement of the united states Government.

5' There existed on Novernber 16, 2070 certain warranties of fitness for a particular

purpose and merchantability that were implied from the contracts that were entered into between

the United States Government and BoEING regardless of any writing to eliminate or limit them.

6' The warranty of fitness for a particular pu{pose was breached by B9EING in that

the life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft were completely and wholly inadequate for the

pu{pose intended, which was safe flight. The life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft

were and are completely and wholly inadequate as follows:

a. the onboard oxygen Generating System (..oBoGS',), Environmental

control System ("ECS"), and other life support systems did not safely or properly
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provide breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the afucraft;

b' the life support systems did not safely and reliably supply the pilot with

oxygen that was free of harmful contaminants and compounds that were introduced bv

the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air system;

c. the life support systems did not safely and

modes and oxygen contamination modes that were known

known to the pilots or maintain ers of F_22Raptor aircraft.

d' the life support systems did not safely and reliably account for the

numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but

not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed

air is not suitable to support the oBoGS, ECS and other life support systems of theF-22

Raptor aircraft and these conditions were known to BOEING but were not known to the

pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft;

e' the life support systems did not safely and reliably account for known

failure modes and protected critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air

system failures, faults and malfunctions;

f' the life support systems did not safely and reliably include adequate and

reliable warning sensors;

g' the life support systems did not safely and reliably alert pilots or

maintainers of the failures of the life support systems, which were known to BoEING but

were not known to pilots and maintainers of the F-22 Raptor aircraft;

h' the life support systems did not safely and reliably contain warnings as

there were and are nong;

the life support systerns did not safely and reliably include a backup

oxygen system that automatically provides life support or breathable oxygen to the pilot

reliably account for failure

to BOEING but were not
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in the event of a malfunction;

j. the life support systems did include a safe and reliable backup oxygen

systern because the existing backup oxygen system could be activated only manually, and

its manual activation mechanism was and is located underneath and behind the pilot, in

an area impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated

aircraft at speeds exceeding the speed of sound and while he or she experienced forces

many times the force gravity.

k. the life support systems did not safely and reliably take all reasonable

steps to provide the pilots with redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS and

other life support systems failures.

7. The warranty of merchantability was breached by BOEING because the OBOGS

and the ECS and the life support systems were not of fair or average quality of other ECS or

OBOGS or life support systems made by competitors nor were they of the same quality as others

designed, manufactured, sold or distributed by BOEING in that these systems failed to function

as required.

8. As a direct result of the breaches of warranties by BOEING, plaintiff s decedent,

JEFFREY HANEY sustained injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including conscious

pain and suffering prior to his death on November 16, 2010 and had he survived, he would have

been entitled to bring a cause ofaction for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and such action

has survived him.

9. Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceased brings this Survival Action, pursuant to 755 ILCS 5/27-6, commonly known

as the Survival Act of the State of Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemed applicable by the

Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of
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o
JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, BOEING coRpoRATIoN
m an amount in excess of the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of
the Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois.

COUNT XVII

Plaintiff ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, BOEING coRpoRATION, (hereinafter

"BOEING',), states:

l' on or before November 16,2010, BOEING designed, manufactured, distributed

and sold certain components in an F-22 Rapto r aircraftto the United states Government.

2' The United States Government entered into a contract with BoEING for the
design' manufacture, selection and integration of the life support systems in the $100,000,000.00

per oopy fifth generation stealth fighter.

3' The purpose of that contract was to provide the united states Air Force with a
fighter aircraft that would eclipse those operated by the world,s other air forces.

4' The pilot life support requirements of the contract were perfonnance requirements

only' with the contractor BoEING to decide what system would best meet the.requirements for
performance that included mission profile and sufficient breathable oxygen to support pilot
performance for the flight enverope and mission of the aircraft.

5' The entire objective of the pilot life support portion of the contract was to benefit
the pilot of the aircraft, in this instance plaintiff s decedent JEFFREY HANEY.

6' It was the objective, purpose and specific intention of the parties that the
beneficiary of this contract was the pilot and the specific objective that he or she be equipped
with an onboard oxygen Generating System ("oBoGS"), an Environmental control system
("ECS"), other life support systems and an engine bleed air system that would provide, under all
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anticipatable flight conditions, and in combat, sufficient breathable oxygen for the pilot to be

able to control his or her aircraft and survive the flight.

7. BOEING breached its contract for the creditor beneficiary, JEFFREy HANEy,

by failing to meet its obligations as follows:

a. failing to design, manufacture, dishibute, integrate and sell a safe and

reliable OBOGS, ECS, and other life support systems that did not safely or properly

provide breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell a safe and

reliable method to supply the pilot with oxygen that was free of harmful contaminants

and compounds that were introduced by the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air

system;

c. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for failure modes and oxygen contamination

modes that were known to BOEING but were not known to the pilots or maintainers of

F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d- failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for the numerous failures, faults and

malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat

conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to

support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and

these conditions were known to BOEING but were not known to the pilots or maintainers

ofF-22 Raptor airuaft;

e. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for known failure modes and protected

critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults and
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malfunctions:

f' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that included adequate and reliable warning sensors;

g' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable instructions for the life support systems as there was nothing to alert pilots or

maintainers of the failures of the life support systems, which were known to B9EING but

were not known to pilots and maintainers of the F-22 Raptor aircraft;

h' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that contained warnings as there wero none;

i' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that included a backup oxygen system that automatically

provide life support or breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;

j. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems because theF-22 Raptor included a backup oxygen system

which could be activated only manually, and whose manual activation mechanism was

located underneath and behind the pilot, in an area impossible for a pilot to reach while

he or she maneuvered the sophisticated aircraft at speeds exceeding the speed of sound

and while he or she experienced forces many times the force gravity.

k' failing to properly and adequately design, manufacture, integrate and sell

the crew life support systems, including the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems

in the F-22 Raptor aircraft;

l' failing to properly and adequately perform their contracts in good faith to

protect those who serve their country;

m' failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government so

that steps could be taken to train pilots and equip them with necessary back-up
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equipment;

n' failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government of

the weaknesses and defects in the OBOGS, the ECS, and other life support systems so

adequate manuals could have been prepared for pilots and maintenance crews:

o. failing to properly and adequately redesign the oBoGS, the ECS" and

other life support systems in to correct known deficiencies;

p' failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to provide

pilots with redundancy given the known history of oBoGS, ECS and other life support

systems failures.

8. As a direct result of the breach of contract by BOEING, plaintiffs decedent,

JEFFREY HANEY was killed on November 16, 20T0.

9' JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEy, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter, as well

as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensation under the Wrongful Death Act

chosen by the Court.

l0' ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant to the Illinois

Wrongful Death Statute, 740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. andlor any similar Act deemed applicable by

the Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintifl ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, BOEING CORPORATION

in an amount in excess of the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of

the Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois.

COUNT XVIII
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Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY,

HANEY, deceased, complaining

"BOEING"), states:

o
Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

defendant, BOEING CORPORATION, (hereinafter

as

of

1. On or before

integrated and sold certain

States Government.

November r 6, 2010, BOEING designed, manufactured, distributed,

components and systems in the F-22 Raptor aircraft to the united

2' The United States Government entered into a contract with BOEING for the

design, manufacture, selection and integration of the life support systems in the $100,000.000.00

per copy fifth generation stealth fighter.

3' The purpose of that contract was to provide the United States Air Force with a

fighter airqaft that would eclipse those operated by the world's other air forces.

4' The pilot life support requirements of the contract were perfornance requirements

only, with the contractor BOEING to decide what system would best meet the requirements for

performance that included mission profile and sufficient breathable oxygen to support pilot

performance for the flight envelope and mission of the aireraft..

5' The entire objective of the pilot life support portion of the contract was to benefit

the pilot of the aircraft, in this instance plaintiff s decedent JEFFREy HANEy.

6' It was the objective, purpose and specific intention of the parties that the

beneficiary of this contract was the pilot and the specific objective was that he or she be

equipped with an Onboard Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"), an Environmental Control

System ("ECS") other life support systems and an engine bleed air system that would provide,

under all anticipatable flight conditions, and in combat, sufficient breathable oxygen for the pilot

to be able to control his or her aircraft and survive the flight.

7 ' BOEING breached its contract for the creditor beneficiary, JEFFREy HANEy.

by failing to meet its obligations as follows:
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a. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell a safe and

reliable OBOGS, ECS, and other life support systems that did not safely or properly

provide breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell a safe and

reliable method to supply the pilot with oxygen that was free of harmful contaminants

and compounds that were introduced by the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air

system;

c. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for failure modes and oxygen contamination

modes that were known to BOEING but were not known to the pilots or maintainers of

F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for the numerous failures, faults and

malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat

conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to

support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and

these conditions were known to BOEING but were not known to the pilots or maintainers

of F-22 Raptor aircraft;

e. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for known failure modes and protected

critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults and

malfunctions:

f. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that included adequate and reliable warning sensors;

g. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and
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Oo
reliable instructions for the life support systems as there was nothing to alert pilots or

maintainers of the failures of the life support systems, which were known to BoEING but

were not known to pilots and maintainers of the F-22 Raptor aircraft;

h' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that contained warnings as there were none;

i' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that included a backup oxygen system that automatically

provide life support or breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;

j' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems because theF-22 Raptor included a backup oxygen system

which could be activated only manually, and whose manual activation mechanism was

located underneath and behind the pilot, in an area impossible for a pilot to reach while

he or she maneuvered the sophisticated aircraft at speeds exceeding the speed of sound

and while he or she experienced forces many times the force gravity.

k' failing to properly and adequately design, manufacture, integrate and sell

the crew life support systems, including the oBoGS, ECS and other life support systems

in the F-22 Raptor airtaft;

l' failing to properly and adequately perform their contracts in good faith to

protect those who serve their country;

m' failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government so

that steps could be taken to train pilots and equip them with necessary back-up

equipment;

failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government of

the weaknesses and defects in the oBoGS, the ECS, and other life support systems so

adequate manuals could have been prepared for pilots and maintenance crews;
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o. failing to properly and adequately redesign
o
the OBOGS, the ECS, and

other life support systems in to correct known deficiencies;

p. failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to provide

pilots with redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other life support

systems failures.

O

8. As a direct result of the

JEFFREY HANEY sustained injuries

pain and suffering prior to his death on

been entitled to bring a cause of action

has survived him.

breaches of wa:ranties by BOEING, plaintiff s decedent,

of a personal and pecuniary nature, including conscious

November 16,2010 and had he survived, he would have

for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and such action

9. Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceased brings this Survival Action, pursuant to 755ILCS 5127-6, commonly known

as the Survival Act of the State of Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemed applicable by the

Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, BOEING CORPORATION

in an amount in excess of the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of

the Circuit Court of Cook Countv" Illinois.

COUNT XIX

Wroneful Death/Fraud - BOEING CORPORATION

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, BOEING CORPORATION, (hereinafter

"BOEING"), states:

1. BOEING committed actual fraud on the United States Government and therefore

its employee JEFFREY HANEY by knowingly supplying unreasonably dangerous and defective
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components in an F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its Onboard Oxygen Generating System

("OBOGS"), its Environmental Control System ("ECS"), its other life support systems and

engine bleed air system.

2. TheF-22 Raptor aircraft was unreasonably dangerous and defective as follows:

a. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with an OBOGS, ECS,

and other life support systems that did not safely or properly provide breathable oxygen

to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b. it was desigued, manufactured, distributed and sold with the dangerous

and defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminated by harmful

elements and compounds by the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air system;

c. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the known life support systems failure modes and

oxygen contamination modes that were known to BOEING but were not known to the

pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the

. engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air

contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS

and other life support systerns of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and these conditions were

known to BOEING but were not known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor

aircraft;

e. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that did not account for known failure modes and did not protect

critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults and

malfunctions;
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o
and soldf. it was designed, manufactured, distributed with dangerous and

defective life support warning sensors that were inadequate and unreliable;

g. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of the failures of

the life support systems, which were known to BOEING;

h. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective life support system warnings as there were none;

i. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with a dangerous and

defective oxygen backup system that did not automatically provide life support or

breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;

j. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with a dangerous and

defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually, and whose

manual activation mechanism was located underneath and behind the pilot, in an area

impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated aircraft at

speeds exceeding the speed of sound and while he or she experienced forces many times

the force gravity;

k. . it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with a dangerous and

defective life support systems that did not take all reasonable steps to provide the pilots

with redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems

failures.

3. The fraud of BOEING included, but is not limited to, the following:

a. before November 16, 2010 BOEING represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F-22 Raptor

aircraft, including its OBOGS, it ECS and its other life support systems, met the

performance requirements of the crew survivability contract when BOEING knew that
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they did not;

b. before November 16, 2010 BOEING represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F-22 Raptor

aircraft, including its OBOGS, it ECS and its other life support systems, met the

reliability requirements of the crew survivability contract when BOEING knew that they

did not;

c. before November 16, 2010 BOEING represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F-22 Raptor

aircraft, including its OBOGS, it ECS and its other life support systems met systems

integration requirements when BOEING knew that they did not;

d. before November 16, 2010, BOEING represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the failure annunciation system for the F-22 Raptor

aircraft systems, including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systems, would

provide early and adequate warning to the pilots of failure or insufficiency of these

systems when BOEING knew that they did not;

e. before November 16, 2010, BOEING represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F-22 Raptor

aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systems would work

with oxygen masks, counter-pressure garments, anti-exposure garments and high "g"

maneuvering when BOEING knew that they would not;

f. before November 16, 2010, BOEING represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had fixed or cured any deficiencies in the F-22

Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS or its other life support systems when

BOEING knew that it had not:

g- before November 16, 2010, BOEING represented to the unites states
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oo
Government and to the public that it had provided sufficient maintenance information to

allow diagnostic and repair of the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS and

its other life support systems in the field when BOEING knew that it had not;

h. before November 16, 2010, BOEING represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had provided a safe and reliable F-22 Raptor aircraft,

including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systems that would allow our

fighting men and women to survive combat, when BOEING knew that it had not

provided such and aircraft nor such systems to allow our pilots to survive even routine

training missions, such as the one that killed plaintiffs' decedent JEFFREY HANEY.

4. As a direct result of the fraud of BOEING that continues to this date, the United

States Air Force has had to ground and/or severely limit flight of the F-22 Raptor aircraft, which

has severely limited the aircraft's combat operations, range, and utility and the plaintiffs

decedent JEFFREY HANEY is dead.

5. As a direct result of the fraud of BOEING that continues to this date, the United

States Air Force has awarded BOEING a new multi-million dollar contract to investigate the

failures, defects and deficiencies of the F-22 Raptor aircraft OBOGS, ECS and other life support

systems' of which BOEING has had continuing knowledge since the inception of the F-22

Raptor program and which directly caused the death of plaintiff s decedent JEFFREY HANEY.

6. As a direct result of the fraud of BOEING, plaintiffs decedent, JEFFREy

HANEY was killed on Novemb er 16,20T0.

7. JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEy, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter, as well

as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensation under the Wrongful Death Act

chosen by the Court.

8. ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed Personal Representative of the Estate of
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o
JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and

Wrongful Death Statute, 740 ILCS

the Court.

--

-
she brings this cause of action pursuant to the Illinois

180/1, et seq. and/or any similar Act deemed applicable by

WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, BOEING CoRpoRATIoN

in an amount in excess of the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of

the Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois.

Plaintifl ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, BOEING coRpoRATIoN, (hereinafter

"BOEING"), states:

1' BOEING committed actual fraud on the United States Government and therefore

its employee JEFFREY HANEY by knowingly supplying umeasonably dangerous and defective

components in the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its Onboard oxygen Generating System

("oBoGS"), its Environmental Control System ("ECS"), its other life support systems and

engine bleed air system.

2' TheF-22Raptor aircraft was unreasonably dangerous and defective as follows:

a' it was designed, manufactured, dishibuted and sold with an OBOGS, ECS,

and other life support systems that did not safely or properly provide breathable oxygen

to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b' it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with the dangerous

and defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminated by harmful

elements and compounds by the oBoGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air systern;

c. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and
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defective condition
o
that ignored the known life support systems failure modes and

to BOEING but were not known to the
oxygen contamination modes that were known

pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d' it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the

engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air

contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS

and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and these conditions were

known to BOEING but were not known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor

aircraft;

e' it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that did not account for known failure modes and did not protect

critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults and

malfunctions;

f it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective life support warning sensors that were inadequate and unreliable;

g' it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of the failures of

the life support systems, which were known to BOEING:

h' it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective life support system warnings as there were none;

i. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sord with

defective oxygen backup system that did not automatically provide

breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;

a dangerous and

life support or

it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with a dangerous and



oo
defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually, and whose

manual activation mechanism was located underneath and behind the pilot, in an area

impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated aircraft at

speeds exceeding the speed of sound and while he or she experienced forces many times

the force gravity;

k. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with a dangerous and

defective life support systems that did not take all reasonable steps to provide the pilots

with redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems

failures.

3. The fraud of BoEING included, but is not limited to, the following:

a. before November 16, 2010 BOEING represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F-22 Raptor

aircraft, including its OBOGS, it ECS and its other life support systems, met the

performance requirements of the crew survivability contract when BOEING knew that

they did not;

b. before November 16, 2010 BOEING represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F.-22 Raptor

aircraft, including its OBOGS, it ECS and its other life support systems, met the

reliability requirements of the crew survivability contract when BOEING knew that thev

did not;

c. before November 16, 2010 BOEING represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F-22 Raptor

aircraft, including its OBOGS, it ECS and its other life support systems mer systems

integration requirements when BOEING knew that they did not;

d. before November 16, 2010, BOEING represented to the Unites States
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Government and to
o
the public that the failure annunciation em for the F-22 Raptor

aircraft systems, including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systems, would

provide early and adequate warning to the pilots of failure or insufficiency of these

systems when BOEING knew that they did not;

e. before November 16, 2010, BOEING represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F-22 Raptor

aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systems would work

with oxygen masks, counter-pressure garments, anti-exposure garments and high "g"

maneuvering when BOEING knew that they would not;

f. before November 16, 2010, BOEING represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had fixed or cured any deficiencies in the F-22

Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS or its other life support systems when

BOEING knew that it had not:

g. before November 16, 2010, BOEING represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had provided sufficient maintenance information to

allow diagnostic and repair of the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS and

its other life support systems in the field when BOEING knew that it had not;

h. before November 16, 2010, BOEING represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had provided a safe and reliable F-22 Raptor aircraft,

including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systems that would allow our

fighting men and women to survive combat, when BOEING knew that it had not

provided such and aircraft nor such systems to allow our pilots to survive even routine

training missions, such as the one that killed plaintiffs' decedent JEFFREY HANEy.

4. As a direct result of the fraud of BOEING that continues to this date, the United

States Air Force has had to ground and/or severely limit flight of the F-22 Raptor aircraft, which

o
syst



has severely limited the 's combat operations, range, and
o

uti lity and the plaintiffs

decedent JEFFREY HANEY is dead.

5. As a direct result of the fraud of BOEING that continues to this date, the United

States Air Force has awarded BOEING a new multi-million dollar contract to investigate the

failures, defects and deficiencies of the F-22 Raptor aircraft OBOGS, ECS and other life support

systems' of which BOEING has had continuing knowledge since the inception of the F-22

Raptor program and which directly caused the death of plaintiff s decedent JEFFREY HANEY.

6. As a direct result of the fraud of BOEING, plaintifls decedent, JEFFREy

HANEY sustained injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including conscious pain and

suffering prior to his death on November 16, 2010 and had he survived, he would have been

entitled to bring a cause ofaction for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and such action has

survived him.

7. Plaintiff ANNA HANEY, Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased brings this Survival Action, pursuant to 755ILCS 5127-6, commonly known

as the Survival Act of the State of Illinois, andlor any other similar Act deemed applicable by the

Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, BOEING CORPORATION

in an amount in excess of the minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of

the Circuit Court of Cook County. Illinois.

COUNT XXI

o
aircraft

Plaintiff; ANNA HANEY.

HANEY, deceased, complaining

_ HONE INTERN
INCORPORATED

as Personal Representative of the

of defendant, HONEYWELL

Estate of JEFFREY

INTERNATIONAL.
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o
INCORPORATED, (hereinafter .,HONEyWELL',),

1. On or before November 16, 2010,

diskibuted, integrated and sold certain components

States Government.

states:

HONEYWELL designed, manufactured,

in an F-22 Raptor aircraft to the United

2' On or before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL was the designer,

manufacturer, distributor, integrator and seller of the Onboard Oxygen Generating System

("OBOGS"), Environmental Control System ("ECS"), other life support systems and engine

bleed air system for the F-22 Raptor aircraft.

3' The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its components, life support systems and engine

bleed air system were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold pursuant to

general, performance-only contracts with the United States Government that did not contain

specific design specifications.

4' HONEYWELL was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the

oBoGS and other components, life support systems and engine bleed air system necessary

and/or appropriate to meet the performance requirement of the United States Government.

5' On November 16, 2010, plaintiffls decedent, JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesaidF-22 Raptor aircraft from, and in proximity to, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson,

Alaska.

6' On November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22 Raptor aircraft

operated by plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEY crashed and he was killed.

7 ' On November 16, 2010 and at the time the components, life support systems and

engine bleed air system of the F-22 Raptor aircraft left the control of HONEyWELL, they were

unreasonably defective in that:

a' they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with an

OBOGS, ECS, and other life support systems that did not safely or properly provide

I J



breathable oxygen
o

to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b' they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

the dangerous and defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminated by

harmful elements and compounds by the oBoGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air

system;

c' they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the known life support systems failure

modes and oxygen contamination modes that were known to HONEYWELL but were

not known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d' they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and

malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat

conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to

support the oBoGS' ECS and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and

these conditions were known to HONEYWELL but were not known to the pilots or

maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft;

e' they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that did not account for known failure modes and did

not protect critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures,

faults and malfunctions;

f' they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerous and defective life support warning sensors that were inadequate and

unreliable:

g' they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerous and defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of



o
HON

o
the failures of the life support systems, which were known to EYWELL;

h. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerous and defective life support system wamings as there were none;

i. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerous and defective oxygen backup system that did not automatically provide life

support or breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;

j. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerous and defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually,

and whose manual activation mechanism was located underneath and behind the pilot, in

an area impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated

aircraft at speeds exceeding the speed of sound and while he or she experienced forces

many times the force gravity;

k- they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerous and defective life support systems that did not take all reasonable steps to

provide the pilots with redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other

life support systems failures.

8. As a direct result of one or more of the aforesaid defects of the F-22 Raptor

aircraft components, life support systems and engine bleed air system designed, manufactured,

distributed, integrated and sold by HONEYWELL, plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREy HANEy was

killed on November 16,2010.

9. JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEy, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter, as well

as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensation under the Wrongful Death Act

chosen by the Court.

l0' ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed Personal Representative of the Estate of



o
JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and

Wrongful Death Statute, 740 ILCS

the Court.

she brings this cause of action pursuant to the Illinois

180/1, et seq. and/or any similar Act deemed applicable by

WHEREFORE, plaintifq ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, HoNEywELL

INTERNATIONAL, INCORPORATED in an amount in excess of the minimum amount

required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the circuit court of cook county, Illinois.

COUNT XXII

SUTViVAI ACtiON/PrOdUCt LiAbiIiW _ HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL.

INCORPORATED

Plaintiff ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, HoNEywELL INTERNATIONAL.

INCORPORATED, (hereinafter,.HONEyWELL',), states :

1' on or before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL designed, manufactured.

distributed, integrated and sold certain components in an F-22 Raptor aircraft to the United

States Government.

2' On or before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL was the designer,

manufacturer, distributor, integrator and seller of the onboard oxygen Generating System

("oBoGS")' Environmental Control System ("ECS"), other life support systems and ensine

bleed air system for the F-22 Raptor aircraft.

3' The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its components, life support systems and engine

bleed air system were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold pursuant to

general, performance-only contracts with the united States Government that did not contain

specifi c design specifications.

4' HONEYWELL was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the
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OBOGS and other com , life support systems and engine
a
bleed alr system necessary

and/or appropriate to meet the performance requirement of the United States Government.

5. On November 16, 2010, plaintiffs decedent, JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesaidF-22 Raptor aircraft from, and in proximity to, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson.

Alaska.

6. On November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22 Raptor aircraft

operated by plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEY crashed and he was killed.

7. On November 16, 2010 and at the time the components, life support systems and

engine bleed air system of the F-22 Raptor aircraft left the control of HONEYWELL, thev were

unreasonably defective in that:

a. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with an

OBOGS, ECS, and other life support systems that did not safely or properly provide

breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b- they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

the dangerous and defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminated by

harmful elements and compounds by the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air

system;

c. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the known life support systems failure

modes and oxygen contamination modes that were known to HONEYWELL but were

not known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and

malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat

conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to

a
ponents
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support the O
o

s and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and

these conditions were known to HONEYWELL but were not known to the pilots or

maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft;

e. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that did not account for known failure modes and did

not protect critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures,

faults and malfunctions;

f. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerous and defective life support warning sensors that were inadequate and

unreliable;

g. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerous and defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of

the failures of the life support systems, which were known to HoNEywELL;

h. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerous and defective life support system warnings as there were none;

i' they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerous and defective oxygen backup system that did not automatically provide life

support or breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;

j. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerous and defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually,

and whose manual activation mechanism was located underneath and behind the pilot, in

an area impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated

ahcraft at speeds exceeding the speed of sound and while he or she experienced forces

many times the force gravity;

they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a

t
BOGS, EC
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dangerous and
o

take all reasonable steps to

provide the pilots with redundancy given the known history of oBOGS, ECS and other

life support systems failures.

8' As a direct result of one or more of the aforesaid defects of the F-22 Raptor

aircraft components, life support systems and engine bleed air system designed, manufacfured,

distributed, integrated and sold by HONEYWELL, plaintiffs decedent, JEFFREY HANEY

sustained injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including conscious pain and suffering

prior to his death on Novernber 16, 2010 and had he survived, he would have been entitled to

bring a cause of action for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and such action has survived

him.

9. Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased brings this Survival Action, pursuant to 755ILCS 5/27-6, commonly known

as the Survival Act of the State of Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemed applicable by the

Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintifq ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, HONEyWELL

INTERNATIONAL, INCORPORATED in an amount in excess of the minimum amount

required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook Countv" Illinois.

COUNT XXIII

Plaintiff ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL

INCORPORATED, (hereinafter .,HONEyWELL',). 
states :

l' On or before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL designed, manufactured.

t
defective life support systems that did not

distributed and sold anF-22 Raptor aircraft to the United States Government.



2. On or before November 16, 2010,

manufacturer, distributor, integrator and seller of the

("OBOGS"), Environmental Control System (.,ECS,,),

bleed air system for the F-22 Raptor aircraft.

3' The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its components, life support systems and engine

bleed air system were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold pursuant to
general' performance-only contracts with the United States Government that did not contain

specifi c design specifications.

4' HONEYWELL was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the

components' life support systems and engine bleed air system necessary and/or appropriate to

meet the performance requirement of the united States Government.

5' on November 16, 2010, plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesaidF-22 Raptor aircraft from, and in proximity to, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson.

Alaska.

6' on November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22 Raptor aircraft

operated by plaintifPs decedent, JEFFREY HANEY crashed and he was killed.

7. on or before November 16, 2010, HoNEywELL was negligent, and that

negligence was the cause of the death of JEFFREY HANEY.

8. The negligence of HoNEywELL consisted of the foilowing:

a' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell a safe and

reliable oBoGS, ECS, and other life support systems that safely and properly provided

breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell a safe and

reliable method to supply the pilot with oxygen that was free of harmful contaminants

and compounds that were introduced by the oBoGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air

o
HONEYWELL was the designer,

Onboard Oxygen Generating System

other life support systems and ensine
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system;

c. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for failure modes and oxygen contamination

modes that were known to HONEYWELL but were not known to the pilots or

maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for the numerous failures, faults and

malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat

conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to

support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and

these conditions were known to HONEYWELL but were not known to the pilots or

maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft;

e. failing to design, manufacfure, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for known failure modes and protected

critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults and

malfunctions;

f. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that included adequate and reliable warning sensors;

g. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable instructions for the life support systems as there was nothing to alert pilots or

maintainers of the failures of the life support systems, which were known to

HONEYWELL but were not known to pilots and maintainers of the F-22 Raptor aircraft;

h. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that contained warnings as there were none;

i. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and
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o
ygen system

reliable life support systems that included a backup ox that automatically

provide life support or breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;

j' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems because theF-22 Raptor included a backup oxygen system

which could be activated only manually, and whose manual activation mechanism was

located underneath and behind the pilot, in an area impossible for a pilot to reach while

he or she maneuvered the sophisticated aircraft at speeds exceeding the speed of sound

and while he or she experienced forces many times the force gravity.

k' failing to properly and adequately design, manufacture, integrate and sell

the crew life support systems, including the oBoGS, ECS and other life support systems

in the F-22 Raptor aircraft;

l' failing to properly and adequately perform their contracts in good faith to

protect those who serve their country;

m' failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government so

that steps could be taken to train pilots and equip them with necessary back-up

equipment;

n' failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government of

the weaknesses and defects in the oBoGS, the ECS, and other life support systems so

adequate manuals could have been prepared for pilots and maintenance crews;

o. failing to properly and adequately redesign the oBoGS, the ECS, and

other life support systems to correct known deficiencies;

p' failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to provide

pilots with redundancy given the known history of oBoGS, ECS and other life support

systems failures.

9. As a direct result of the

84
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JEFFREY HANEY was killed on November 16, 2010.

10. JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEy, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter, as well

as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensation under the Wrongful Death Act

chosen by the Court.

I l. ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant to the Illinois

Wrongful Death Statute, 740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. and./or any similar Act deemed applicable by

the Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, HONEyWELL

INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED in an amount in excess of the minimum amount required

for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois.

COUNT XXIV

Plaintiff ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL

INCORPORATED, (hereinafter',HONEyWELL"), states :

1. On or before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL designed, manufactured,

distributed and sold anF-22 Raptor aircraft to the United States Government.

2. On or before November 16, 201,0, HONEYWELL was the designer,

manufacturer, distributor, integrator and seller of the Onboard Oxygen Generating System

("OBOGS"), Environmental Control System ("ECS"), other life support systems and engine

bleed air system for the F-22 Raptor aircraft.

3. The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its components, life support systems and engine
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bleed air system were designed, manufactured,

performance-only contracts with the United States

o
distributed and sold pursuant to

Government that did not contain

general,

specific

design specifications.

4' HONEYWELL was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the

components, life support systems and engine bleed air system necessary and/or appropriate to

meet the performance requirement of the United States Government.

5. On November 16, 2010, plaintiffs decedent, JEFFREY

the aforesaidF-22 Raptor aircraft from, and in proximity to, Joint Base

Alaska.

6' on November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22 Raptor aircraft

operated by plaintifPs decedent, JEFFREY HANEY crashed and he was killed.

7 ' on or before November 76, 2010, HONEYWELL was negligent, and that

negligence was the cause of the death of JEFFREY HANEY.

8. The negligence of HoNEywELL consisted of the following:

a' failing to design, manufacfure, distribute, integrate and sell a safe and

reliable oBoGS, ECS, and other life support systems that safely and properly provided

breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell a safe and

reliable method to supply the pilot with oxygen that was free of harmful contaminants

and compounds that were introduced by the oBoGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air

system;

HANEY, was operating

Elm endorf-Richardson,

c. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and

reliable life support systems that accounted for failure modes and oxygen

modes that were known to HoNEywELL but were not known to

maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

sell safe and

contamination

the pilots or



d. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for the numerous failures, faults and

malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat

conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to

support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and

these conditions were known to HONEYWELL but were not known to the pilots or

maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft;

e. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for known failure modes and protected

critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults and

malfunctions;

f. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that included adequate and reliable warning sensors;

g. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable instructions for the life support systems as there was nothing to alert pilots or

maintainers of the failures of the life support systems, which were known to

HONEYWELL but were not known to pilots and maintainers of the F-22 Raptor aircraft;

h. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that contained warnings as there were none;

i. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that included a backup oxygen system that automatically

provide life support or breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;

j. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems because theF-22 Raptor included a backup oxygen system

which could be activated only manually, and whose manual activation mechanism was
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o
possible forlocated underneath and behind the pilot, in an area im a pilot to reach while

he or she maneuvered the sophisticated airuaft at speeds exceeding the speed of sound

and while he or she experienced forces many times the force gravity.

k' failing to properly and adequately design, manufacture, integrate and sell

the crew life support systems, including the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems

in the F-22 Raptor aircraft;

l' failing to properly and adequately perform their contracts in good faith to

protect those who serve their country;

m. failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government so

that steps could be taken to train pilots and equip them with negessary back-up

equipment;

n. failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government of

the weaknesses and defects in the OBOGS, the ECS, and other life support systems so

adequate manuals could have been prepared for pilots and maintenance crews;

o. failing to properly and adequately redesign the OBOGS, the ECS, and

other life support systems to correct known deficiencies;

p' failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to provide

pilots with redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other life support

systems failures.

9' failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to provide pilots with

redundancy given the known history of OBoGS, ECS and other life support systems failures.As

a direct result the negligence of HONEYWELL, plaintiffs decedent, JEFFREY HANEY

sustained injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including conscious pain and suffering

prior to his death on November 16, 2010 and had he survived, he would have been entitled to

bring a cause of action for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and such action has survived



him.

10' Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased brings this Survival Action, pursuant to 755 rLCS 5/27-6, commonly known

as the Survival Act of the State of Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemed applicable by the

Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintifq ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased dernands judgment against defendant, HoNEywELL

INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED in an amount in excess of the minimum amount required

for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook County. Illinois.

COUNT XXV

INCORPORATED

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, HoNEywELL INTERNATIONAL

INCORPORATED, (hereinafter ..HONEyWELL,,), 
states :

1' on or before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL designed, manufactured,

distributed and sold certain components in an F-22 Raptor aircraft to the united states

Government.

2' on or before November 16, 2010, HoNEywELL was the designer,

manufacturer' distributor, integrator and seller of the onboard oxygen Generating system

("oBoGS"), Environmental Control System ("ECS"), other life support systems and ensine

bleed air system for the F-22 Raptor aircraft.

3' The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its components, life support systems and engine

bleed air system were designed, manufactured, distributed and sold pursuant to general,

performance-only contracts with the united States Government that did not contain specific



design specifications.

4' HONEYWELL was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the

components, life support systems and engine bleed air system necessary and/or appropriate to

meet the performance requirement of the united States Government.

5' There existed on November 16, 2010 certain warranties of fitness for a particular

purpose and merchantability that were implied from the contracts that were entered into between

the United States Government and HoNEYWELL regardless of any writing to eliminate or limit

thern.

6' The warranty of fitness for a particular purpose was breached by HONEyWELL

in that the life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft were completely and wholly

inadequate for the pu{pose intended, which was safe flight. The life support systems of theF-22

Raptor aircraft were and are completely and wholly inadequate as follows:

a' the OBOGS, ECS, and other life support systems did not safely or

properly provide breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b' the life support systans did not safely and reliably supply the pilot with

oxygen that was free of harmful contaminants and compounds that were introduced bv

the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air system;

c' the life support systems did not safely and reliably account for failure

modes and oxygen contamination modes that were known to HONEyWELL but were

not known to the pilots or maintain ers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d' the life support systems did not safely and reliably account for the

numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but

not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed

air is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems of the F-22

Raptor aircraft and these conditions were known to HoNEywELL but were not known
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e' the life support systems did not safely and reliably account for known

failure modes and protected critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air
system failures, faults and malfunctions;

f' the life support systems did not safely and reliably include adequate and

reliable warning sensors;

g' the life support systems did not safely and reliably alert pilots or

maintainers of the failures of the life support systems, which were known to

HONEYWELL but were not known to pilots and maintainers of the F-22 Raptor aircraft;

h' the life support systems did not safely and reliably contain warnings as

there were and are none:

i' the life support systems did not safely and reliably include a backup

oxygen system that automatically provides life support or breathable oxygen to the pilot

in the event of a malfunction;

j' the life support systems did not include a safe and reliable backup oxygen

system because the existing backup oxygen system could be activated only manually, and

its manual activation mechanism was and is located underneath and behind the pilot, in

an area impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated

aircraft at speeds exceeding the speed of sound and while he or she experienced forces

many times the force gravity.

k' the life support systems did not safely and reliably take all reasonable

steps to provide the pilots with redundancy given the known history of oBoGs, ECS and

other life support systems failures.

7 ' The warranty of merchantability was breached by HoNEywELL because the
oBoGS and the ECS and the life support systems were not of fair or average quality of other

o
to the pilots or maintain ers of F_22Raptor aircraft:
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ECS or OBOGS or life su
o

pportsystems made by competitors nor they of the same quality
as others designed, manufactured, sold or distributed by HoNEywELL in that these systems
failed to function as required.

8' As a direct result of the breaches of warranties by HoNEywELL, plaintiff s
decedent, JEFFRE' HANE' was killed on November 16, 2010.

9' JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEy, his
wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA RosE HANEY, his minor daughter, as well
as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensation under the wrongful Death Act
chosen by the Court.

10' ANNA HANEY is the court Appointed Personal Representative of the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action pursuant to the Illinois
wrongful Death Statute, 740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. and,lor any similar Act deemed applicable by
the Court.

WHEREFORE' plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, HoNEywELL

INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED in an amount in excess of the minimum amount required
for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the circuit court of cook county, Illinois.

COUNT XXVI

INCORPORATED

Plaintiff ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy
HANEY' dECCASEd, COMPIAiNiNg Of dEfENdANt, HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL

INCORPORATED, (hereinafter ..HONEyWELL,,), 
states:

1' on or before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL designed, manufactured,
distributed and sold certain components in an F-22 Raptor aircraft to the United States

o
were
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Government.

2- On or before November 76, 2010, HONEYWELL was the designer,

manufacturer, distributor, integrator and seller of the Onboard Oxygen Generating System

("OBOGS"), Environmental Control System ("ECS"), other life support systems and engine

bleed air system for the F-22 Raptor aircraft.

3. The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its components, life support systems and engine

bleed air system were designed, manufactured, distributed and sold pursuant to general,

performance-only contracts with the United States Govemment that did not contain specific

design specifications.

4. HONEYWELL was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the

components, life support systems and engine bleed air systan necessary and/or appropriate to

meet the performance requirement of the United states Government.

5. There existed on November 16, 2010 certain warranties of fitness for a particular

purpose and merchantability that were implied from the contracts that were entered into between

the United States Government and HONEYWELL regardless of any writing to eliminate or limit

them.

6. The warranty of fitness for a particular purpose was breached by HONEyWELL

in that the life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft were completely and wholly inadequate

for the purpose intended, which was safe flight. The life support systems of the F-22 Raptor

aircraft were and are completely and wholly inadequate as follows:

a. the OBOGS, ECS, and other life support systems did not safely or

properly provide breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b. the life support systems did not safely and reliably supply the pilot with

oxygen that was free of harmful contaminants and compounds that were introduced bv

the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air system;
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Oo
c' the life support systems did not safely and reliably account for failure

modes and oxygen contamination modes that were known to HoNEywELL but were

not known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor air*aft.

d' the life support systems did not safely and reliably account for the

numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but

not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed

air is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems of the F-22

Raptor aircraft and these conditions were known to HoNEywELL but were not known

to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor airuaft;

e' the life support systems did not safely and reliably account for known

failure modes and protected critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air

system failures, faults and malfunctions;

f' the life support systems did not safely and reliably include adequate and

reliable warning sensors;

g' the life support systems did not safely and reliably alert pilots or

maintainers of the failures of the life support systems, which were known to

HONEYWELL but were not known to pilots and maintainers of the F-22 Raptor aircraft;

h' the life support systems did not safely and reliably contain warnings as

there were and are none;

i' the life support systems did not safely and reliably include a backup

oxygen system that automatically provides life support or breathable oxygen to the pilot

in the event of a malfunction:

the life support systems did not include a safe and reliable backup oxygen

system because the existing backup oxygen system could be activated only manually, and

its manual activation mechanism was and is located undemeath and behind the pilot, in



o
an area impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she

aircraft at speeds exceeding the speed of sound and while

many times the force gravity.

vered the sophisticated

she experienced forces

k' the life support systems did not safely and reliably take all reasonable

steps to provide the pilots with redundancy given the known history of oBoGS, ECS and

other life support systems failures.

7 ' The warranty of merchantability was breached by HoNEywELL because the

oBoGS and the ECS and the life support systems were not of fair or average quality of other

ECS or oBoGS or life support systems made by competitors nor were they of the same quality

as others designed, manufactured, sold or distributed by HoNEywELL in that these systems

failed to function as required.

8' As a direct result of the breaches of warranties by HoNEywELL, plaintiffs

decedent' JEFFREY HANEY sustained injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including

conscious pain and suffering prior to his death on November 16, 2010 and had he survived, he

would have been entitled to bring a cause of action for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and

such action has survived him.

9' Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased brings this Survival Action, pursuant to 755 rLCS 5127-6, commonly known

as the survival Act of the State of Illinois, andlor any other similar Act deemed applicable by the

Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintifq ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, HoNEywELL

INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED in an amount in excess of the minimum amount required

for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the circuit court of cook county, Illinois.

o
maneu

he or

COUNT XXVII



INCORPORATED

Plaintiff ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy
HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, HoNEywELL INTERNATIONAL
INCORPORATED, (hereinafter ..HONEyWELL,,), 

states:

1' on or before November 16, 2010, HoNEywELL designed, manufactured,
distributed and sold certain components in an F-22 Raptor aircraft to the United States
Govemment.

2. The united States Government entered into a contract

the design, manufacture, selection and integration of the life

$100,000,000.00 per copy fifth generation stealth fiehter.

3' The purpose of that contract was to provide the United States Air Force with a
fighter aircraft that would eclipse those operated by the world,s other air forces.

4' The pilot life support requirements of the contract were perfonnance requirements

only' with the contractor HONEYWELL to decide what system would best meet the
requirements for performance that included mission profile and sufficient breathable oxygen to
support pilot performance for the flight enverope and mission of the aircraft.

5' The entire objective of the pilot life support portion of the contract was to benefit
the pilot of the aircraft,in this instance plaintifrs decedent JEFFREY HANEY.

6' It was the objective, purpose and specific intention of the parties that the
beneficiary of this contract was the pilot and the specific objective that he or she be equipped
with an onboard oxygen Generating System ("oBoGS,,), im Environmental control System
("ECS other life support systems and an engine bleed air system that would provide, under all
anticipatable flight conditions, and in combat, sufficient breathable oxygen for the pilot to be

with HONEYWELL for

support systems in the



able to control his or her ai
o

rcraft and survive the flight,

7 ' HONEYWELL breached its contract for the creditor beneficiary, JEFFREY

HANEY, by failing to meet its obligations as follows:

a' failing to design, manufacture, diskibute, integrate and sell a safe and

reliable oBoGS, ECS' and other life support systems that did not safely or properly

provide breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell a safe and

reliable method to supply the pilot with oxygen that was free of harmful contaminants

and compounds that were introduced by the oBoGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air

system;

c' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for failure modes and oxygen contamination

modes that were known to HONEYWELL but were not known to the pilots or

maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for the numerous failures, faults and

malfunctions of the engine bleed air system,.including but not limited to overheat

conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to

support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and

these conditions were known to HONEYWELL but were not known to the pilots or

maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft;

e. failing to design, manufacture,

reliable life support systems that accounted

critical life support systems from the impact

malfunctions;

distribute, integrate and sell

for known failure modes and

of bleed air system failures,

safe and

protected

faults and



and sell safe and
reliable life support systems that included adequate and reliable warning sensors;

g' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and
reliable instructions for the life support systems as there was nothing to alert pilots or
maintainers of the failures of the life support systems, which were known to

HONEYWELL but were not known to pilots and maintainers of the F-22 Raptor aircraft;

h' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that contained warnings as there were none;

i' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that included a backup oxygen system that automatically

provide life support or breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;

j' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems because the F-22 Raptor included a backup oxygen systern

which could be activated only manually, and whose manual activation mechanism was

located undemeath and behind the pilot, in an area impossible for a pilot to reach while

he or she maneuvered the sophisticated aircraft at speeds exceeding the speed of sound

and while he or she experienced forces many times the force gravity.

k' failing to properly and adequately design, manufacture, integrate and sell

the crew life support systemso including the oBoGS, ECS and other life support systems

in the F-22 Raptor aircraft;

l' failing to properly and adequately perform their contracts in good faith to
protect those who serve their country;

m' failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government so
that steps could be taken to train pilots and equip them with necessary back-up

equipment;

o
failing to design, manufacfure, distribute. i

I
ntegrate



n. failing to properry and adequately inform the United states Government of

applicable by

the weaknesses and defects in the oBoGS, the ECS, and other life support systems so
adequate manuals could have been prepared for pilots and maintenance crews;

o' failing to properly and adequately redesign the oBoGS, the EcS, and
other life support systems in to correct known deficiencies;

p' failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to provide
pilots with redundancy given the known history of oBoGS, ECS and other life support
systems failures.

8' As a direct result of the breach of contract by HoNEywELL, plaintiffs
decedent, JEFFRE' HANE' was killed on Novemb er 16,2010.

9' JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEy. his
wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA RosE HANEY, his minor daughter, as well
as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensation under the wrongful Death Act
chosen by the Court.

10' ANNA HANEY is the court Appointed personal Representative of the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY' deceased and she brings this cause of action pursuant to the Illinois
wrongful Death Statute, 740 ILC' rg0/1, et seq. and,rorany similar Act deemed
the Court.

WHEREFORE' plaintiffi ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of
JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, HoNEywELL
INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED in an amount in excess of the minimum amount required
forjurisdiction in the Law Division of the circuit court of cook county, Illinois.

COUNT XXVIII

INCORPORATED



Plaintiff, ANNA
o

HANEY, as Personal Representative 
"t. 

Estate of JEFFREy

with HONEyWELL for

support systems in the

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, HoNEywELL INTERNATIONAL
INCORPORATED, (hereinafter ..HONEyWELL,,), 

states:

l. on or before November 16, 2010, HoNEywELL designed, manufactured,
diskibuted' integrated and sold certain components and systems in the F-22 Raptor aircraft to the
United States Governmenr.

2' The United States Government entered into a contract

the design, manufacfure, selection and integration of the life

$100,000,000.00 per copy fifth generation stealth fighter.

3' The purpose of that contract was to provide the United States Air Force with a
fighter aircraft that would eclipse those operated by the world,s other air forces.

4' The pilot life support requirements of the contract were perfofinance requirements
only' with the contractor HONEYWELL to decide what system would best meet the
requirements for performance that included mission profile and sufficient breathable oxygen to
support pilot performance for the flight envelope and mission of the aircraft.

5' The entire objective of the pilot life support portion of the contract was to benefit
the pilot of the aircraft,in this instance plaintiff s decedent JEFFREY HANEY.

6' It was the objective, purpose and specific intention of the parties that the
beneficiary of this contract was the pilot and the specific objective was that he or she be
equipped with an onboard oxygen Generating System ("oBoGS,,), an Environmental control
System ('.ECS")' other life support systems and an engine bleed air system that would provide,
under all anticipatable flight conditions, and in combat, sufficient breathable oxygen for the pilot
to be able to control his or her aircraft and survive the flight.

7 ' HONEYWELL breached its contract for the creditor beneficiary JEFFREY
HANEY, by failing to meet its obligations as follows:



a. faili
o

ng to design, manufacfure, distribute. in

reliable OBOGS, ECS, and other life support systems that

provide breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell a safe and
reliable method to supply the pilot with oxygen that was free of harmful contaminants

and compounds that were introduced by the oBoGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air

system;

c' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for failure modes and oxygen contamination

modes that were known to HoNEYWELL but were not known to the pilots or

maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable life support systems that accounted for the numerous failures, faults and

malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat

conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to

support the oBoGS, ECS and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and

these conditions were known to HoNEYWELL but were not known to the pilots or

maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft;

e' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell

o
tegrate and sell a safe and

did not safely or properly

reliable life support systems that accounted

critical life support systems from the impact

malfunctions;

for known failure modes and

of bleed air system failures,

safe and

protected

faults and

f' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safb and
reliable life support systems that included adequate and reliable warning sensors;

g failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and



ing to alert pilots or
maintainers of the failures of the life support systems, which were known to
HONEYWELL but were not known to pilots and maintainers of the F-22 Raptor aircraft;

h' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and
reliable life support systems that contained warnings as there were none;

i' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and
reliable life support systems that included a backup oxygen system that automatically

provide life support or breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;

j' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and
reliable life support systems because the F-22 Raptor included a backup oxygen system
which could be activated only manually, and whose manual activation mechanism was
located underneath and behind the pilot, in an area impossible for a pilot to reach while
he or she maneuvered the sophisticated aircraft at speeds exceeding the speed of sound
and while he or she experienced forces many times the force gravity.

k' failing to properly and adequately design, manufacture, integrate and sell
the crew life support systems, including the oBoGS, ECS and other life support systems
in the F-22 Raptor aircraft;

l' failing to properly and adequately perform their contracts in good faith to
protect those who serve their country;

m. failing to properly and

that steps could be taken to train

equipment;

n' failing to properly and adequately inform the United states Government of
the weaknesses and defects in the oBoGS, the ECS, and other life support systems so
adequate manuals courd have been prepared for pilots and maintenance crews;

o
reliable instructions for the life support systems as there

a
was noth

adequately inform the United States Government so

pilots and equip them with necessary back_up
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o
o. failing to properly and adequately redesign

o
the O

other life support systems in to correct known deficiencies;

p. failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to

pilots with redundancy given the known history of oBoGS, ECS and other life

systems failures.

8' As a direct result of the breaches of warranties by HoNEywELL, plaintiffs

decedent' JEFFREY HANEY sustained injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including

conscious pain and suffering prior to his death on November 16, 2010 and had he survived, he

would have been entitled to bring a cause of action for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and

such action has survived him.

9' Plaintifi ANNA HANEY, Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased brings this Survival Action, pursuant to 755ILCS 5127-6, commonly known

as the Survival Act of the State of Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemed applicable by the

Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintift ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, HONEYWELL

INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED in an amount in excess of the minimum amount required

for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook county, Illinois.

COUNT XXIX

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, HoNEywELL INTERNATIONAL

INCORPORATED, (hereinafter .,HONEyWELL,,), 
states:

l' HONEYWELL committed actual fraud on the United States Government and

therefore its employee JEFFREY HANEY by knowingly supplying unreasonably dangerous and

BOGS, the ECS. and

provide

support
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I
the F-2

o
Onboard

its other

defective components in 2 Raptor aircraft, including its Oxygen Generating

life support systems
System ("oBoGS"), its Environmental control System (..ECS,'),

and engine bleed air system.

2' TheF-22 Raptor aircraft was unreasonably dangerous and defective as follows:

a. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with an OBOGS, ECS,

and other life support systems that did not safely or properly provide breathable oxygen

to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b- it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with the dangerous

and defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminated by harmful

elements and compounds by the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air system;

c. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the known life support systems failure modes and

oxygen contamination modes that were known to HONEYWELL but were not known to

the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the

engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air

contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS

and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and these conditions were

known to HONEYWELL but were not known to the pilots or maintain ers of F-22Raptor

aircraft;

e. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold

defective condition that did not account for known failure modes

critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system

malfunctions;

in a dangerous and

and did not protect

failures, faults and



gned, manufactured, distributed with dangerous and

defective life support warning sensors that were inadequate and unreliable;

g' it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of the failures of

the life support systems, which were known to HONEyWELL;

h' it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective life support system warnings as there were none;

i' it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with a dangerous and

defective oxygen backup system that did not automatically provide life suppon or

breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;

j' it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with a dangerous and

defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually, and whose

manual activation mechanism was located underneath and behind the pilot, in an area

impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated aircraft at

speeds exceeding the speed of sound and while he or she experienced forces many times

the force gravity;

k' it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with a dangerous and

defective life support systems that did not take all reasonable steps to provide the pilots

with redundancy given the known history of oBoGS, ECS and other life support systems

failures.

3' The fraud of HONEYWELL included, but is not limited to, the following:

a' before November 16, 2010 HONEYWELL represented to the Unites

States Government and to the public that the systems and components of th eF-22Raptor

airqaft, including its oBoGS, it ECS and its other life support systems, met the

performance requirements of the crew survivability contract when HoNEywELL knew

I
was desi

o
and sold
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that they did not;

b. before November 16, 2010 HONEYWELL represented to the Unites

States Government and to the public that the systems and components of th eF-22Raptor

aircraft, including its OBOGS, it ECS and its other life support systems, met the

reliability requirements of the crew survivability contract when HONEYWELL knew that

they did not;

c. before November 16, 2010 HONEYWELL represented to the Unites

States Government and to the public that the systems and components of th eF-22 Raptor

airctaft, including its OBOGS, it ECS and its other life support systems met systerns

integration requirements when HoNEywELL knew that they did not;

d. before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL represented to the Unites

States Government and to the public that the failure annunciation system for the F-22

Raptor aircraft systems, including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life supporr systems,

would provide early and adequate warning to the pilots of failure or insufficiency of these

systems when HONEYWELL knew that they did not;

e. before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL represented to the Unites

States Government and to the public that the systems and components of theF-22 Raptor

aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systems would work

with oxygen masks, counter-pressure garrnents, anti-exposure garments and high ..g',

maneuvering when HONEYWELL knew that they would not;

f. before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL represented to the Unites

States Government and to the public that it had fixed or cured any deficiencies in the F-

22 Raptor aircrafto including its OBOGS, its ECS or its other life support systems when

HONEYWELL knew that it had not:

g- before November 16, 2010, HoNEywELL represented to the unites
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States Government and to the

information to allow diagnostic

OBOGS, its ECS and its other

knew that it had not:

o
public that it had provided sufficient maintenance

and repair of the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its

tife support systems in the field when HONEYWELL

h. before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL represented to the Unites

States Government and to the public that it had provided a safe and reliable F-22 Raptor

aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systems that would allow

our fighting men and women to survive combat, when HONEYWELL knew that it had

not provided such and aircraft nor such systems to allow our pilots to survive even

routine training missions, such as the one that killed plaintiffs' decedent JEFFREY

HANEY.

4. As a direct result of the fraud of HONEYWELL that continues to this date, the

United States Air Force has had to ground and/or severely limit flight of the F-22 Raptor aircraft,

which has severely limited the aircraft's combat operations, range, and utility and the plaintiff s

decedent JEFFREY HANEY is dead.

5. As a direct result of the fraud of HONEYWELL that continues to this date, the

United.states Air Force has awarded HONEYWELL a new multi-million dollar contract to

investigate the failures, defects and deficiencies of the F-22 Raptor aircraft OBOGS, ECS and

other life support systems, of which HONEYWELL has had continuing knowledge since the

inception of the F-22 Raptor program and which directly caused the death of plaintiff s decedent

JEFFREY HANEY,

6. As a direct result of the fraud of HONEYWELL, plaintiffs decedent, JEFFREY

HANEY was killed on November 16. 2010.

7. JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEY, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter, as well

r07



as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensation under the Wrongful Death Act

chosen by the Court.

8. ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant to the Illinois

Wrongful Death Statute, 740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. and/or any similar Act deemed applicable by

the Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, HONEYWELL

INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED in an amount in excess of the minimum amount required

for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook County, Illinois.

COUNT XXX

Survival Action/Fraud - HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL

INCORPORATED, (hereinafter "HONEYWELL"), states :

1. HONEYWELL committed actual fraud on the United States Government and

therefore its employee JEFFREY HANEY by knowingly supplying an unreasonably dangerous

and defective F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its Onboard Oxygen Generating Systern

("OBOGS"), its Environmental Control System ("ECS"), its other life suppon systems and

engine bleed air system.

2. TheF-22 Raptor aircraft was unreasonably dangerous and defective as follows:

a. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with an OBOGS, ECS,

and other life support systems that did not safely or properly provide breathable oxygen

to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with the dangerous
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and defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminated by harmful

elements and compounds by the OBOGS, the ECS and the engine bleed air system;

c. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the known life support systems failure modes and

oxygen contamination modes that were known to HONEYWELL but were not known to

the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the

engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air

contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS

and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and these conditions were

known to HONEYWELL but were not known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor

aircraft;

e. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold in a dangerous and

defective condition that did not account for known failure modes and did not protect

critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults and

malfunctions;

f. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective life support warning sensors that were inadequate and unreliable;

g. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of the failures of

the life support systems, which were known to HONEYWELL;

h. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with dangerous and

defective life support system warnings as there were none;

i. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with a dangerous and
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defective oxygen backup system that did not automatically provide life support or

breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;

j. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with a dangerous and

defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually, and whose

manual activation mechanism was located underneath and behind the pilot, in an area

impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated aircraft at

speeds exceeding the speed of sound and while he or she experienced forces many times

the force gravity;

k. it was designed, manufactured, distributed and sold with a dangerous and

defective life support systems that did not take all reasonable steps to provide the pilots

with redundancy given the known history of OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems

failures.

3. The fraud of HONEYWELL included, but is not limited to, the following:

a. before November 16, 2010 HONEYWELL represented to the Unites

States Government and to the public that the systems and components of theF-22 Raptor

aircraft, including its OBOGS, it ECS and its other life support systems, met the

performance requirements of the crew survivability contract when HONEYWELL knew

that they did not;

b. before November 16, 2010 HONEYWELL represented to the Unites

States Government and to the public that the systems and components of theF-22 Raptor

aircraft, including its OBOGS, it ECS and its other life support systems, met the

reliability requirements of the crew survivability contract when HONEYWELL knew that

they did not;

c. before November 16, 2010 HONEYWELL represented to the Unites

States Government and to the public that the systems and components of theF-22 Raptor
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fe support systemsaircraft, including its OBOGS, it ECS and its other li met svstems

integration requirements when HONEYWELL knew that they did not;

d. before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL represented to the Unites

States Government and to the public that the failure annunciation system for the F-22

Raptor aircraft systems, including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systems,

would provide early and adequate warning to the pilots of failure or insufficiency of these

systems when HONEYWELL knew that they did not;

e. before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL represented to the Unites

States Government and to the public that the systems and components of theF-22 Raptor

aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systems would work

with oxygen masks, counter-pressure garments, anti-exposure garments and high "g"

maneuvering when HONEYWELL knew that they would not;

f. before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL represented to the Unites

States Government and to the public that it had fixed or cured any deficiencies in the F-

22 Raptor aircraft, including its OBOGS, its ECS or its other life support systems when

HONEYWELL knew that it had not;

g. before November 16, 2010, HONEYWELL represented to the Unites

States Government and to the public that it had provided sufficient maintenance

information to allow diagnostic and repair of the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its

OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systems in the field when HONEYWELL

knew that it had not;

h. before November 16, 2070, HONEYWELL represented to the Unites

States Government and to the public that it had provided a safe and reliableF-22 Raptor

aircraft., including its OBOGS, its ECS and its other life support systems that would allow

our fighting men and women to survive combat, when HONEYWELL knew that it had
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not provided such and aircraft nor such systems to allow our pilots to survive even

routine training missions, such as the one that killed plaintiffs' decedent JEFFREY

HANEY.

4. As a direct result of the fraud of HONEYWELL that continues to this date, the

United States Air Force has had to ground and/or severely limit flight of the F-22 Raptor aircraft,

which has severely limited the aircraft's combat operations, range, and utility and the plaintiff s

decedent JEFFREY HANEY is dead.

5. As a direct result of the fraud of HONEYWELL that continues to this date, the

United States Air Force has awarded HONEYWELL a new multi-million dollar contract to

investigate the failures, defects and deficiencies of the F-22 Raptor aircraft OBOGS, ECS and

other life support systems, of which HONEYWELL has had continuing knowledge since the

inception of the F-22 Raptor program and which directly caused the death of plaintiff s decedent

JEFFREY HANEY.

6. As a direct result of the fraud of HONEYWELL, plaintiffs decedent, JEFFREY

HANEY sustained injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including conscious pain and

suffering prior to his death on November 16, 2010 and had he survived, he would have been

entitled to bring a cause ofaction for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and such action has

survived him.

7. Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceased brings this Survival Action, pursuant to 755ILCS 5127-6, commonly known

as the Survival Act of the State of Illinois, and./or any other similar Act deemed applicable by the

Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, HONEYWELL

INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED in an amount in excess of the minimum amount required
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for jurisdiction in the Law Di

o
County, Illinois.vision of the Circuit Court of Cook

COUNT XXXI

Wroneful Death/Product Liabilitv - PRATT & WHITNEY

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, PRATT & WHITNEY, a division of UNITED

TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION, (hereinafter "PRATT"), states:

l. On or before November 16,2010, PRATT designed, manufactured, distributed,

integrated and sold certain components in an F-22 Raptor aircraft to the United States

Government.

2. On or before Novernber 76, 2010, PRATT was the designer, manufacturer,

distributor, integrator and seller of the F-l19 afterburning turbofan engine that is installed on the

F-22 Raptor aircraft and which provides high-temperature and high-pressure air, called engine

"bleed air" to aircraft systems and components, including the Onboard Oxygen Generating

System ("OBOGS"), the Environmental Control System ("ECS") and other life support systems.

3. TheF-22 Raptor aircraft and its engines, components, engine bleed air and other

systems were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold pursuant to general,

performance-only contracts with the United States Government that did not contain.specific

design specifications.

4. PRATT was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the engine

bleed air system and other systems and components necessary and/or appropriate to meet the

performance requirement of the United States Government.

5. On Novernber 16, 2ll},plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesaidF-22 Raptor aircraft from, and in proximity to, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson,

Alaska.

6. On November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22 Raptor aircraft
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operated by plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEY crashed and he was killed.

7. On November 16,2010 and at the time the F-119 engines, engine bleed air

systems, and other systems and components of the F-22 Raptor aircraft left the control of

PRATT. they were unreasonablv defective in that:

a. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with an

OBOGS, ECS, and other life support systems that did not safely or properly provide

breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

the dangerous and defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminated by

harmful elements and compounds from the OBOGS, the ECS, the F-l19 engine and the

engine bleed air system;

c. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the known bleed air systems failure

modes and life support systems failure modes and oxygen contamination modes that were

known to PRATT but were not known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and

malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat

conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air supplied by the

F-ll9 engine is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems

of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and these conditions were known to PRATT but were not

known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft;

e. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that did not account for known failure modes and did

not protect critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures,
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faults and malfunctions;

f. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

danserous and defective engine bleed air and life support warning sensors that were

inuJ"qou," and unreliabl e;

g. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerous and defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of

the failures of the engine bleed air and life support systems, which were known to

PRATT;

h. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerous and defective engine bleed air and life support system warnings as there were

none;

i. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerous and defective engine bleed air system that did not automatically provide life

support or breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;

j. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerous and defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually,

and whose manual activation mechanism was located underneath and behind the pilot, in

an area impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated

aircraft at speeds exceeding the speed of sound and while he or she experienced forces

many times the force gravitY;

k. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerous and defective engine bleed air and life support systems that did not take all

reasonable steps to provide the pilots with redundancy given the known history of

OBOGS, ECS and other engine bleed air and life support systems failures'

8. As a direct result of one or more of the aforesaid defects of the F-22 Raptor
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aircraft components, engine bleed air systems and F-119 engines, designed, manufactured,

distributed, integrated and sold by PRATT, plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEy was killed

on November 16,2010.

9. JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEy, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter, as well

as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensation under the Wrongful Death Act

chosen by the Court.

10. ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant to the Illinois

Wrongful Death Statute, 740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. and/or any similar Act deemed applicable by

the Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintifl ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, PRATT & WHITNEy, a

division of TINITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION in an amount in excess of the

minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook

County, Illinois.

COUNT XXXI

Survival Action/Product Liabilitv - pRATT & WHITNEy

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, PRATT & WHITNEY, a division of LINITED

TECHNOLOGIES coRPoRATIoN, (hereinafter "pRATT"), states:

l. On or before November 16,2010, PRATT designed, manufactured, distributed.

integrated and sold certain components in an F-22 Raptor aircraft to the United States

Government.

on or before November 16, 2010, PRATT was the designer, manufacturer,
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distributor, integrator and seller of the F-l19 afterburning turbofan engine that is installed on the

F-22 Raptor aircraft and which provides high-temperature and high-pressure air, called engine

"bleed air" to aircraft systems and components, including the Onboard Oxygen Generating

System ("OBOGS"), the Environmental Control System ("ECS") and other life support systems.

3. TheF-22 Raptor aircraft and its engines, components, engine bleed air and other

systems were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold pursuant to general,

performance-only contracts with the United States Government that did not contain specific

design specifications.

4. PRATT was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the engine

bleed air system and other systems and components necessary and/or appropriate to meet the

performance requirement of the United States Government.

5. On November 16, 2010, plaintiffs decedent, JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesaidF-22 Raptor aircraft from, and in proximity to, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson,

Alaska.

6. On November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22 Raptor aircraft

operated by plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEY crashed and he was killed.

7. On November 16,2010 and at the time the F-119 engines, engine bleed air

systems, and other systems and components of the F-22 Raptor aircraft left the control of

PRATT, they were unreasonably defective in that:

a. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with an

OBOGS, ECS, and other life suppotr systems that did not safely or properly provide

breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

the dangerous and defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminated by

harmful elements and compounds from the OBOGS, the ECS, the F-119 engine and the
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engine bleed air system;

c. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the known bleed air systems failure

modes and life support systems failure modes and oxygen contamination modes that were

known to PRATT but were not known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and

malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat

conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air supplied by the

F-ll9 engine is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems

of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and these conditions were known to PRATT but were not

known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft;

e. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that did not account for known failure modes and did

not protect critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures,

faults and malfunctions;

f. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerous and defective engine bleed air and life support warning sensors that were

inadequate and unreliable;

g. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerous and defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of

the failures of the engine bleed air and life support systems, which were known to

PRATT;

h. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerous and defective engine bleed air and life support system warnings as there were
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none;

i. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerous and defective engine bleed air system that did not automatically provide life

support or breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;

j. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerous and defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually,

and whose manual activation mechanism was located underneath and behind the pilot, in

an area impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated

aircraft at speeds exceeding the speed of sound and while he or she experienced forces

many times the force gravity;

k. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerous and defective engine bleed air and life support systems that did not take all

reasonable steps to provide the pilots with redundancy given the known history of

OBOGS, ECS and other engine bleed air and life support systems failures.

8. As a direct result of one or more of the aforesaid defects of the F-22 Raptor

aitctaft components, life support systems and engine bleed air system designed, manufactured,

distributed, integrated and sold by PRATT, plaintiffs decedent, JEFFREY HANEY sustained

injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including conscious pain and suffering prior to his

death on November 16,2010 and had he survived, he would have been entitled to bring a cause

of action for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and such action has survived him.

9. Plaintifl ANNA HANEY, Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased brings this Survival Action, pursuant to 755ILCS 5127-6, commonly known

as the Survival Act of the State of Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemed applicable by the

Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of
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JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, PRATT & WHITNEy. a

division of UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION in an amount in excess of the

minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook

County, Illinois.

COUNT XXXUI

Wronsful Death/Neelieence - PRATT & WHITNEy

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, PRATT & WHITNEY, a division of UNITED

TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION, (hereinafter,,pRATT"), states:

l. On or before November 16,2010, PRATT designed, manufactured, distributed

and sold anF-22 Raptor aircraft to the United States Government.

2. On or before November 16, 2010, PRATT was the designer, manufacturer,

distributor, integrator and seller of the F-119 afterburning turbofan engine that is installed on the

F-22 Raptor aircraft and which provides high-temperature and high-pressure air, called engine

'obleed air" to aircraft systems and components, including the Onboard Oxygen Generating

System ("OBOGS"), the Environmental Control System ("ECS") and other life suppon sysrems.

3. The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its engines, components, life support systems and

engine bleed air system were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold pursuant

to general, performance-only contracts with the United States Government that did not contain

specifi c design specifi cations.

4. PRATT was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the

components, life support systems and engine bleed air system necessary andlor appropriate to

meet the performance requirement of the United States Government.

5. On November 16, 2010, plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesaidF-22 Raptor aircraft from, and in proximity to, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson.
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Alaska.

6. On November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22 Raptor aircraft

operated by plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEY crashed and he was killed.

7. On or before November 16,2010, PRATT was negligent, and that negligence was

the cause of the death of JEFFREY HANEY.

8. The negligence of PRATT consisted of the following:

a. failing to design, manufacture, diskibute, integrate and sell a safe and

reliable aircraft engine, engine bleed air system, OBOGS, ECS, and other life support

systems that safely and properly provided breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the

aircraft;

b. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell a safe and

reliable method to supply the pilot with oxygen that was free of harmful contaminants

and compounds that were introduced by the engine, the engine bleed air system, OBOGS,

the ECS and other life support systems;

c. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and other systems that accounted for system

failuro modes and oxygen contamination modes that were known to PRATT but were not

known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and other systems that accounted for the

numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but

not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed

air is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems of theF-22

Raptor aircraft and these conditions were known to PRATT but were not known to the

pilots or maintainerc of F-22 Raptor aircraft;
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e. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and other systerns that accounted for known

failure modes and protected critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air

system failures, faults and malfunctions;

f. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systerns that included adequate

and reliable warning sensors;

g. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable instructions for the engines, engine bleed air systems, and other systems as there

was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of the failures of the engine bleed air system

and life support systems, which were known to PRATT but were not known to pilots and

maintainers of the F-22 Raptor aircraft:

h. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems that contained

warnings as there were none;

i. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems that included a backup

oxygen system that automatically provide life support or breathable oxygen to the pilot in

the event of a malfunction;

j. failing to properly and adequately design, manufacture, integrate and sell

the engine, engine bleed air systems, and crew life support systems, including the

oBoGS, ECS and other life support systems in the F-22 Raptor aircraft;

k. failing to properly and adequately perform their contracts in good faith to

protect those who serve their country;

l. failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government so
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a
be taken

o
them withthat steps could

equipment;

to train pilots and equip necessary back-up

m. failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government of

the weaknesses and defects in the engines, engine bleed air systems and life support

systems so adequate manuals could have been prepared for pilots and maintenance crews;

n. failing to properly and adequately redesign the engines, engine bleed air

systems and life support systems to correct known deficiencies;

o. failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to provide

pilots with redundancy given the known history of engine failures, engine bleed air

systems failures, and other life support systems failures.

9. As a direct result of the negligence of PRATT, plaintifls decedent, JEFFREy

HANEY was killed on Novemb er 16,20T0.

10. JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEy, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter, as well

as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensation under the Wrongful Death Act

chosen by the Court.

I 1. ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant to the Illinois

Wrongful Death Statute, 740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. and/or any similar Act deemed applicable by

the Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintifl ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, PRATT & WHITNEy, a

division of LINITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION in an amount in excess of the

minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook

County, Illinois.
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COUNT XXXry

Plaintiff ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, PRATT & WHITNEY, a division of I_TNITED

TECHNOLOGIES coRpoRATIoN, (hereinafter .,pRATT',), states:

1' on or before November 16,2010, PRATT designed, manufactured, distributed

and sold anF-22 Raptor aircraft to the united States Government.

2' On or before November 16, 2010, PRATT was the designer, manufacturer,

distributor, integrator and seller of the F-l19 afterburning turbofan engine that is installed on the

F-22 Raptot aircraft and which provides high-temperature and high-pressure air, called engine

"bleed air" to aircraft systems and components, including the onboard oxygen Generating

System ("OBOGS"), the Environmental Control System ("ECS") and other life support systems.

3' The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its engines, components, life support systems and

engine bleed air system were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold pursuant

to general, performance-only contracts with the United States Government that did not contain

specific design specifications.

4' PRATT was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the

components, life support systems and engine bleed air system necessary and/or appropriate to

meet the performance requirement of the united States Government.

5' On November 16, 2010, plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEY, was operating

the aforesaid F-22 Raptor aircraft from, and in proximity to, Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson-

Alaska.

6' On November 16, 2010, while operating in Alaska, the F-22 Raptor aircraft

operated by plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEY crashed and he was killed.

7 ' On or before November 16,2010, PRATT was negligent, and that negligence was
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FFREthe cause of the death of JE Y HANEY.

8. The negligence of pRATT consisted of the following:

a' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell a safe and

reliable aitqaft engine, engine bleed air system, OBOGS, ECS, and other life support

systems that safely and properly provided breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the

aircraft;

b' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell a safe and

reliable method to supply the pilot with oxygen that was free of harmful contaminants

and compounds that were introduced by the engine, the engine bleed air system, OBOGS,

the ECS and other life support systems;

c. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and other systems that accounted for system

failure modes and oxygen contamination modes that were known to pRATT but were not

known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d. failing to design, manufacture, dishibute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and other systems that accounted for the

numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but

not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed

air is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems of theF-22

Raptor aircraft and these conditions were known to PRATT but were not known to the

pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft;

e. failing to design, manufacfure, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and other systems that accounted for known

failure modes and protected critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air

system failures, faults and malfunctions:
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f' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems that included adequate

and reliable warning sensors;

g' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable inskuctions for the engines, engine bleed air systems, and other systems as there

was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of the failures of the engine bleed air system

and life support systems, which were known to PRATT but were not known to pilots and

maintainers of the F-22 Raptor aircraft;

h' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems that contained

warnings as there were none;

i' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems that included a backup

oxygen system that automatically provide life support or breathable oxygen to the pilot in

the event of a malfunction;

j' failing to properly and adequately design, manufacture, integrate and sell

the engine, engine bleed air systems, and crew life support systems, including the

oBoGS, ECS and other life support systems in the F-22 Raptor aircraft;

k' failing to properly and adequately perform their contracts in good faith to

protect those who serve their country;

l' failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government so

that steps could be taken to train pilots and equip them with necessary back-up

equipment;

m' failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government of

the weaknesses and defects in the engines, engine bleed air systems and life support
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systems so
o

adequatemanuals could have been prepared ilots and maintenance crews:

n' failing to properly and adequately redesign the engines, engine bleed air

systems and life support systems to correct known deficiencies;

o' failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to provide

pilots with redundancy given the known history of engine failures, engine bleed air

systems failures, and other life support systems failures.

9' As a direct result the negligence of PRATT, plaintiffs decedent, JEFFREY

HANEY sustained injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including conscious pain and

suffering prior to his death on November 16,2010 and had he survived, he would have been

entitled to bring a cause ofaction for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and such action has

survived him.

10' Plaintiff ANNA HANEY, Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased brings this Survival Action, pursuant to 7s5 ILCS 5/27-6, commonly known

as the Survival Act of the State of Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemed applicable by the

Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintifq ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, pRATT & ryHITNEy, a

division of ITNITED TECHNOLOGIES coRPoRATIoN in an amount in excess of the

minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the circuit court of cook

County, Illinois.

COUNT XXXV

Plaintiff ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy
HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, pRATT & WHITNEY, a division of ITNITED

TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION, (hereinafter ..pRATT,,).

o
for p
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1. On or November 16, 2010. PRATT
o

designed,manufacfured, distributed
and sold certain components in an F-22 Raptor aircraft to the United States Government.

2' on or before November 16, 2010, PRATT was the designer, manufacturer,

diskibutor, integrator and seller of the F-l19 afterburning turbofan engine that is installed on the

F-22 Raptor aircraft and which provides high-temperature and high-pressure air, called engine

"bleed air" to aircraft systems and components, including the onboard oxygen Generating

System ("oBoGS"), the Environmental Control System ("ECS") and other life support systems.

3' TheF-22 Raptor aircraft and its components, engine bleed air and other systems

were designed' manufactured, distributed and sold pursuant to general, performance-only

contracts with the United States Government that did not contain specific design specifications.

4' PRATT was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the engine

bleed air system and other systems and components necessary and/or appropriate to meet the

performance requirement of the United states Government.

5' There existed on Novemb er 16, 2010 certain warranties of fitness for a particular

purpose and merchantability that were implied from the contracts that were entered into between

the United States Government and PRATT regardless of any writing to eliminate or limit them.

6' The warranty of fitness for a particular purpose was breached by pRATT in that

the F-l19 engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft

were completely and wholly inadequate for the purpose intended, which was safe flight. The

F-l19 engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft were

and are completely and wholly inadequate as follows:

a' the F-l19 engines, engine bleed air systems, OBOGS, ECS, and other life

support systems did not safely or properly provide breathable oxygen to the pilot

operating the aircraft;

b' the F-119 engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems did

o
before



o
and rel

-

o
iably supply the pilot with oxygen that was free of harmful

not safely

contaminants and compounds that were introduced by the oBoGS, the ECs. the F-l19

engine and the engine bleed air system;

c' the F-I19 engines, engine bleed air systems, and life support systems did

not safely and reliably account for failure modes and oxygen contamination modes that

were known to PRATT but were not known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor

aircraft.

d' the F-119 engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems did

not safely and reliably account for the numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the

engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air

contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS

and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and these conditions were

known to PRATT but were not known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft;

e' the F-ll9 engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems did

not safely and reliably account for known failure modes and protected critical life support

systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults and malfunctions;

f' the F-119 engines, enginebleed air systems and life support systems did

not safely and reliably include adequate and reliable warning sensors;

g' the F-119 engines, enginebleed air systems and life support systems did

not safely and reliably alert pilots or maintainers of the failures of the engine bleed air

system, which were known to PRATT but were not known to pilots and maintainers of

the F -22 Raptor aircraft ;

h' the F-l19 engine, engine bleed air and life support systems did not safelv

and reliably contain warnings as there were and are none:

the F-l19 engine, engine bleed air and life support systems did not safely
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o
includeand reliably a backup oxygen system that automatically provides life support or

breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;

j. the F-119 engine, engine bleed air and life support systems did include a

safe and reliable backup oxygen system because the existing backup oxygen system

could be activated only manually, and its manual activation mechanism was and is

located underneath and behind the pilot, in an area impossible for a pilot to reach while

he or she maneuvered the sophisticated aircraft at speeds exceeding the speed of sound

and while he or she experienced forces many times the force gravity;

k. the F-l19 engine, engine bleed air and life support systems did not safely

and reliably take all reasonable steps to provide the pilots with redundancy given the

known history of OBOGS, ECS, engine bleed air and life support systems failures.

7. The warranty of merchantability was breached by PRATT because the OBOGS

and the ECS and the life support systems were not of fair or average quality of other ECS or

OBOGS or life support systems made by competitors nor were they of the same quality as others

designed, manufactured, sold or distributed by PRATT in that these systems failed to function as

required.

8. As a direct result of the breaches of warranties by PRATT, plaintiff s decedent,

JEFFREY HANEY was killed on Novernber 16. 2010.

9. JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEY, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter, as well

as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensation under the Wrongful Death Act

chosen by the Court.

10. ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant to the Illinois

Wrongful Death Statute, 740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. andlor any similar Act deemed applicable by
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the Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintifq ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, PRATT & WHITNEy, a

division of {'TNITED TECHNOLOGIES coRPoRATIoN in an amount in excess of the

minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook

County, Illinois.

COUNT XXXVI

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, PRATT & WHITNEY, a division of ITNITED

TECHNOLOGIES coRpoRATIoN, (hereinafter,,pRATT"), states :

1' On or before November 16,2010, PRATT designed, manufactured, distributed

and sold certain components in an F-22 Raptor aircraft to the United States Government.

2' On or before November 16, 2010, PRATT was the designer, manufacturer,

distributor, integrator and seller of the F-119 afterburning turbofan engine that is installed on the

F-22 Raptor aircraft and which provides high-temperature and high-pressure air, called engine

"bleed ait" to aircraft systems and components, including the onboard oxygen Generating

System ("oBoGS"), the Environmental Control System ("ECS") and other life support systems.

3' The F-22 Raptor aircraft and its components, engine bleed air and other systems

were designed, manufacfured, distributed and sold pursuant to general, performance-only

contracts with the united States Government that did not contain specific design specifications.

4' PRATT was given complete latitude in the design and selection of the engine

bleed air system and other systems and components necessary and/or appropriate to meet the

performance requirement of the united states Government.

5' There existed on Novemb er 16, 2010 ceteun warranties of fitness for a particular

o
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o
purpose and merchantability that were implied from the contracts

o
that were entered into between

the United States Government and PRATT regardless of any writing to eliminate or limit them.

6. The warranty of fitness for a particular purpose was breached by PRATT in that

the F-l 19 engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft

were completely and wholly inadequate for the purpose intended, which was safe flight. The

F-l19 engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft were

and are completely and wholly inadequate as follows:

a. the F-l19 engines, engine bleed air systems, OBOGS, ECS, and other life

support systems did not safely or properly provide breathable oxygen to the pilot

operating the aircraft;

b. the F-119 engines, enginebleed air systems and life support systems did

not safely and reliably supply the pilot with oxygen that was free of harmful

contaminants and compounds that were introduced by the OBOGS, the ECS. the F-I19

engine and the engine bleed air system;

c. the F-119 engines, engine bleed air systems, and life support systems did

not safely and reliably account for failure modes and oxygen contamination modes that

were known to PRATT but were not known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor

aircraft.

d. the F-119 engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems did

not safely and reliably account for the numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the

engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air

contamination, such that the engine bleed air is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS

and other life support systems of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and these conditions were

known to PRATT but were not known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft;

e. the F-119 engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systerns did
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y accou

o
protectnot safelv and reliabl nt for known failure modes and ed critical life support

systems from the impact of bleed air system failures, faults and malfunctions;

f. the F-119 engines, enginebleed air systems and life support systems did

not safely and reliably include adequate and reliable warning sensors;

g. the F-119 engines, enginebleed air systems and life support systems did

not safely and reliably alert pilots or maintainers of the failures of the engine bleed air

system, which were known to PRATT but were not known to pilots and maintainers of

the F -22 Raptor aircraft;

h. the F-l19 engine, engine bleed air and life support systems did not safely

and reliably contain warnings as there were and are none;

i. the F-l19 engine, engine bleed air and life support systems did not safely

and reliably include a backup oxygen system that automatically provides life support or

breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;

j. the F-119 engine, engine bleed air and life support systems did include a

safe and reliable backup oxygen system because the existing backup oxygen system

could be activated only manually, and its manual activation mechanism was and is

located undemeath and behind the pilot, in an area impossible for a pilot to reach while

he or she maneuvered the sophisticated aircraft at speeds exceeding the speed of sound

and while he or she experienced forces many times the force gravity;

k. the F-l19 engine, engine bleed air and life support systems did not safely

and reliably take all reasonable steps to provide the pilots with redundancy given the

known history of OBOGS, ECS, engine bleed air and life support systems failures.

7. The wa:ranty of merchantability was breached by PRATT because the OBOGS

and the ECS and the life support systems were not of fair or average quality of other ECS or

OBOGS or life support systems made by competitors nor were they of the same quality as others
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a
ystem

designed, manufactured, sold

required.

tributed by PRATT in that these s s failed to function as

8' As a direct result of the breaches of warranties by PRATT, plaintiff s decedent,

JEFFREY HANEY sustained injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including conscious

pain and suffering prior to his death on Novemb er 16,2010 andhad he survived, he would have

been entitled to bring a cause ofaction for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and such action

has survived him.

9' Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased brings this Survival Action, pursuant to 755 rLCS 5127-6, commonly known

as the Survival Act of the State of Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemed applicable by the

Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintifq ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, PRATT & WHITNEy, a

division of I'INITED TECHNOLOGIES coRPoRATIoN in an amount in excess of the

minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the circuit court of cook

County, Illinois.

COUNT XXXVI

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREy

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, PRATT & WHITNEY, a division of TINITED

TECHNOLOGIES coRpoRATIoN, (hereinafter ..pRATT,,), 
states:

1' on or before November 16,2010, PRATT designed, manufactured, distributed

and sold the F-l19 afterburning turbofan engine, its engine bleed air systems and certain other

components in an F-22 Raptor aircraft to the united States Government.

The united States Government entered into a contract with pRATT for the



o
selection and

o
g turbodesign, manufacture, integration of F-l19 afterburnin fan engine, its engine

bleed air system and certain other components that are installed in the $100,000,000.00 per copy

fifth generation stealth fighter.

3. The purpose of that contract was to provide the United States Air Force with a

fighter aircraft that would eclipse those operated by the world's other air forces.

4. The engine, engine bleed air system and pilot life support requirernents of the

contract were perfonnance requirements only, with the contractor PRATT to decide what system

would best meet the requirements for performance that included mission profile and sufficient

engine bleed air to provide breathable oxygen to support pilot perforrnance for the flight

envelope and mission of the aircraft.

5. The entire objective of the engine bleed air portion of the contract was to benefit

the pilot of the aircraft, in this instance plaintiff s decedent JEFFREY HANEY.

6. It was the objective, purpose and specific intention of the parties that the

beneficiary of this contract was the pilot and the specific objective that he or she be equipped

with engine bleed air sufficient to power F-22 Raptor aircraft systems, including an Onboard

Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"), an Environmental Control System ("ECS") and other

life support systems that would provide, under all anticipatable flight conditions, and in combat,

sufficient breathable oxygen for the pilot to be able to control his or her aircraft and survive the

flight.

7. PRATT breached its contract for the creditor beneficiarv. JEFFREY HANEY. bv

failing to meet its obligations as follows:

a. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integtate and sell a safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems, OBOGS, ECS, and other life suppolt systems

that did not safely or properly provide breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the

aircraft;
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b. failin
o
g to design, manufacture, distribute" in te and sell a safe and

reliable method to provide a continuous and uncontaminated bleed air supply to theF-22

Raptor aircraft and its systems, including the oBoGS, the ECS, and its other life support

systems;

c' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems that accounted for

failure modes and oxygen contamination modes that were known to pRATT but were not

known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems that accounted for the

numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but

not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed

air is not suitable to support the oBoGS, ECS and other life support systems of the F-22

Raptor aircraft and these conditions were known to pRATT but were not known to the

pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft;

e' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and other life support systems that accounted

for known failure modes and protected critical life support systems from the impact of

engine and engine bleed air system failures, faults and malfunctions;

f' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems that included adequate

and reliable warning sensors;

g' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable instructions for the engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems as

there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of the failures of the life support systems,

o
tegra
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o
which were known to PRATT but were not known to pilots

o
andmaintainers of the F-22

Raptor aircraft;

h. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems that contained

warnings as there were none;

i. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems that included a backup

oxygen system that automatically provide life support or breathable oxygen to the pilot in

the event of a malfunction:

j. failing to properly and adequately design, manufacture, integrate and sell

the engines, engine bleed air systems, OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems in the

F-22 Raptor aircraft;

k. failing to properly and adequately perform their contracts in good faith to

protect those who serve their country;

l. failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government so

that steps could be taken to train pilots and equip thern with necessary back-up

equipment;

m. failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government of

the weaknesses and defects in the engines, engine bleed air systems, OBOGS, ECS, and

other life support systems so adequate manuals could have been prepared for pilots and

maintenance crews;

n. faiting to properly and adequately redesign the engines, engine bleed air,

OBOGS, ECS, and other life support systems in to correct known deficiencies;

o. failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to provide

pilots with redundancy given the known history of engines, engine bleed air systems,
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o
OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems failures.

8. As a direct result of the breach of contract by PRATT, plaintiff s decedent,

JEFFREY HANEY was killed on November 16. 2010.

9. JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEY, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter, as well

as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensation under the Wrongful Death Act

chosen by the Court.

10. ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant to the Illinois

Wrongful Death Statute, 740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. and/or any similar Act deemed applicable by

the Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintifq ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, PRATT & WHITNEY, a

division of UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION in an amount in excess of the

minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook

County, Illinois.

COUNT XXXVIII .

Survival Action/Breach of Contract- PRATT & WHITNEY

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, PRATT & WHITNEY, a division of UNITED

TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION" (hereinafter "PRATT"). states:

1. On or before November 16,2010, PRATT designed, manufactured, distributed

and sold the F-l19 afterburning turbofan engine, its engine bleed air systems and certain other

components in an F-22 Raptor aircraft to the United States Government.

2. The United States Government entered into a contract with PRATT for the
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design, manufacture, selection and integration of F-l19 afterburnins
o

turbofan engine, its engine

bleed air system and certain other components that are installed in the $100,000,000.00 per copy

fifth generation stealth fighter.

3' The purpose of that contract was to provide the United States Air Force with a

fighter aircraft that would eclipse those operated by the world's other air forces.

4' The engine, engine bleed air system and pilot life support requirements of the

contract were perforlnance requirements only, with the conkactor PRATT to decide what system

would best meet the requirements for performance that included mission profile and sufficient

engine bleed air to provide breathable oxygen to support pilot perforrnance for the flisht

envelope and mission of the aircraft.

5' The entire objective of the engine bleed air portion of the contract was to benefit

the pilot of the aircraft, in this instance plaintiff s decedent JEFFREy HANEy.

6' It was the objective, purpose and specific intention of the parties that the

beneficiary of this contract was the pilot and the specific objective that he or she be equipped

with engine bleed air sufficient to power F-22 Raptor airqaft systems, including an onboard

Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"), an Environmental Control System (..ECS,,) and other

life support systems that would provide, under all anticipatable flight conditions, and in combat,

sufficient breathable oxygen for the pilot to be able to control his or her aircraft and survive the

flight.

7 ' PRATT breached its contract for the creditor beneficiary, JEFFREy HANEy. bv

failing to meet its obligations as follows:

a' failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell a safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems, OBOGS, ECS, and other life support systems

that did not safely or properly provide breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the

aircraft:
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o
to des

o
tegrateb. failing ign, manufacture, distribute, in and sell a safe and

reliable method to provide a continuous and uncontaminated bleed air supply to theF-22

Raptor aircraft and its systems, including the OBOGS, the ECS, and its other life support

systems;

c. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems that accounted for

failure modes and oxygen contamination modes that were known to PRATT but were not

known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems that accounted for the

numerous failures, faults and malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but

not limited to overheat conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed

air is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems of theF-22

Raptor aircraft and these conditions were known to PRATT but were not known to the

pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor airuaft;

e. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and other life support systems that accounted

for known failure modes and protected critical life support systems from the impact of

engine and engine bleed air system failures, faults and malfunctions;

f. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems that included adequate

and reliable warning sensors;

g. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable instructions for the engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems as

there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of the failures of the life support systems,
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which were known

Raptor aircraft;

RATT but were not known to Pilots
o
and maintainers of the F-22

h. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systerns and life support systems that contained

warnings as there were none;

i. failing to design, manufacture, distribute, integrate and sell safe and

reliable engines, engine bleed air systems and life support systems that included a backup

oxygen system that automatically provide life support or breathable oxygen to the pilot in

the event of a malfunction;

j. failing to properly and adequately design, manufacture, integrate and sell

the engines, engine bleed air systems, OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems in the

F-22 Raptor aircraft;

k. failing to properly and adequately perform their contracts in good faith to

protect those who serve their country;

1. failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government so

that steps could be taken to train pilots and equip them with necessary back-up

equipment;

m. failing to properly and adequately inform the United States Government of

the weaknesses and defects in the engines, engine bleed air systems, OBOGS, ECS, and

other life support systems so adequate manuals could have been prepared for pilots and

maintenance crews:

n. failing to properly and adequately redesign the engines, engine bleed air,

OBOGS, ECS, and other life support systems in to correct known deficiencies;

o. failing to properly and adequately take all reasonable steps to provide

pilots with redundancy given the known history of engines, engine bleed air systems,

o
t oP
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o
OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems failures

8. As a direct result of the breaches of warranties by PRATT, plaintiff s decedent,

JEFFREY HANEY sustained injuries of a personal and pecuniary nature, including conscious

pain and suffering prior to his death on November 16, 2010 and had he survived, he would have

been entitled to bring a cause ofaction for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and such action

has survived him.

9. Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceased brings this Survival Action, pursuant to 755ILCS 5127-6, commonly known

as the Survival Act of the State of Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemed applicable by the

Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintifq ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, PRATT & WHITNEY, a

division of UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION in an amount in excess of the

minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook

County, Illinois.

COUNT XXXIX

Wroneful Death/Fraud - PRATT & WHITNEY

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, PRATT & WHITNEY, a division of TINITED

TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION, (hereinafter "PRATT"), states :

1. PRATT committed actual fraud on the United States Government and therefore

its employee JEFFREY HANEY by knowingly supplying an unreasonably dangerous and

defective F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its afterburning turbofan F-l19 engine, its engine bleed

air system, its Onboard Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"), its Environmental Control

System ("ECS"), and its other life support systems.
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The

other components

follows:

F-119 engines, engine bleed air systems, life

of the F-22 Raptor aircraft were umeasonably

o
support systems and certain

dangerous and defective as

a. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with an

OBOGS, ECS, and other life support systems that did not safely or properly provide

breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

the dangerous and defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminated by

harmful elements and compounds from the OBOGS, the ECS, the F-l19 engine and the

engine bleed air system;

c. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the known bleed air systems failure

modes and life support systems failure modes and oxygen contamination modes that were

known to PRATT but were not known to the pilots or maintain ers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that iguored the numerous failures, faults and

malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat

conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air supplied by the

F-I19 engine is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems

of the F-22 Raptor airqaft and these conditions were known to PRATT but were not

known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft;

e. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that did not account for known failure modes and did

not protect critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures,

faults and malfunctions;
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o
werethey designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

engine bleed air and life support warning sensors that weredangerous and defective

inadequate and unreliable;

g. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerous and defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of

the failures of the engine bleed air and life support systems, which were known to

PRATT;

h. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerous and defective engine bleed air and life support system warnings as there were

none;

i. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerous and defective engine bleed air system that did not automatically provide life

support or breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;

j. they were designed, manufactured, dishibuted, integrated and sold with a

dangerous and defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually,

and whose manual activation mechanism was located underneath and behind the pilot, in

an area impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated

aircraft at speeds exceeding the speed of sound and while he or she experienced forces

many times the force gravity;

k. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerous and defective engine bleed air and life support systems that did not take all

reasonable steps to provide the pilots with redundancy given the known history of

OBOGS, ECS and other engine bleed air and life support systems failures.

3. The fraud of PRATT included, but is not limited to, the following:

a. before November 16, 2010 PRATT represented to the Unites States
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I
he pub

o
ponentsGovernment and to t lic that the systems and com of the F-22 Raptor

aircraft, including its F-l19 engines, engine bleed air systems, OBOGS, ECS and other

life support systems, met the performance requirements of the crew survivability contract

when PRATT knew that they did not;

b. before November 16, 2010 PRATT represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F-22 Raptor

aircraft, including its F-l19 engines, enginebleed air systems, OBOGS, ECS and other

life support systems, met the reliability requirements of the crew survivability contract

when PRATT knew that they did not;

c. before November 16, 2010 PRATT represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F-22 Raptor

aitcraft, including its F-l19 engines, enginebleed air systems, OBOGS, ECS and other

life support systems met systems integration requirements when PRATT knew that they

did not;

d. before November 16, 2010, PRATT represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the failure annunciation system for the F-22 Raptor

aircraft systems, including its F-l19 engines, engine bleed air systems, OBOGS, ECS and

other life support systems, would provide early and adequate warning to the pilots of

failure or insufficiency of these systems when PRATT knew that they did not;

e. before November 16, 2010, PRATT represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F-22 Raptor

aircraft, including its F-l19 engines, enginebleed air systems, OBOGS, ECS and other

life support systems would work with oxygen masks, counter-pressure garments, anti-

exposure garments and high "g" maneuvering when PRATT knew that they would not;

f. before November 16, 2010, PRATT represented to the Unites States
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Government and to
o
the

o
public that it had fixed or cured any deficiencies in the F-22

Raptor aircraft, including its F-l19 engines, engine bleed air systems, OBOGS, ECS or

other life support systems when PRATT knew that it had not;

g. before November 16, 2010, PRATT represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had provided sufficient maintenance information to

allow diagnostic and repair of the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its F-119 engines,

engine bleed air systems, OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems in the field when

PRATT knew that it had not;

h. before November 16, 2010, PRATT represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had provided a safe and reliable F-22 Raptor aircraft,

including its F-119 engines, engine bleed air systems, OBOGS, ECS and other life

support systems that would allow our fighting men and women to survive combat, when

PRATT knew that it had not provided such and aircraft nor such systems to allow our

pilots to survive even routine training missions, such as the one that killed plaintiffs'

decedent JEFFREY HANEY.

4. As a direct result of the fraud of PRATT that continues to this date, the United

States Air Force has had to ground and/or severely limit flight of the F-22 Raptor aircraft, which

has severely limited the aircraft's combat operations, range, and utility and the plaintiffs

decedent JEFFREY HANEY is dead.

5. As a direct result of the fraud of PRATT that continues to this date, the United

States Air Force has awarded PRATT a new multi-million dollar contract to investigate the

failures, defects and deficiencies of the F-22 Raptor aircraft OBOGS, ECS and other life support

systems, of which PRATT has had continuing knowledge since the inception of the F-22 Raptor

program and which directly caused the death of plaintiff s decedent JEFFREy HANEy.

6. As a direct result of the fraud of PRATT, plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEY
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o
was killed on November 16, 2010.

7. JEFFREY HANEY left surviving him as his next of kin, ANNA HANEY, his

wife; AVA HANEY, his minor daughter; STELLA ROSE HANEY, his minor daughter, as well

as any additional heirs or next of kin entitled to compensation under the Wrongful Death Act

chosen by the Court.

8. ANNA HANEY is the Court Appointed Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased and she brings this cause of action Pursuant to the Illinois

Wrongful Death Statute, 740 ILCS 180/1, et seq. and/or any similar Act deemed applicable by

the Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, PRATT & WHITNEY, a

division of UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION in an amount in excess of the

minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook

Countv. Illinois.

COUNT XL

Survival Action/Fraud - PRATT & WHITNEY

Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceased, complaining of defendant, PRATT & WHITNEY, a division of UNITED

TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION. (hereinafter "PRATT"). states :

1. PRATT committed actual fraud on the United States Government and therefore

its employee JEFFREY HANEY by knowingly supplying an unreasonably dangerous and

defective F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its afterburning turbofan F-119 engine, its engine bleed

air system, its Onboard Oxygen Generating System ("OBOGS"), its Environmental Control

System ("ECS"), and its other life support systems.

2. The F-119 engines, engine bleed air systems, life support systems and certain
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o
F-22 Raptor aircraft were uffeasonably

o
dangerous and defective asother components of the

follows:

a. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with an

OBOGS, ECS, and other life support systems that did not safely or properly provide

breathable oxygen to the pilot operating the aircraft;

b. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

the dangerous and defective propensity to supply the pilot with oxygen contaminated by

harmful elernents and compounds from the OBOGS, the ECS, the F-l19 engine and the

engine bleed air system;

c. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the known bleed air systems failure

modes and life support systems failure modes and oxygen contamination modes that were

known to PRATT but were not known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft.

d. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that ignored the numerous failures, faults and

malfunctions of the engine bleed air system, including but not limited to overheat

conditions and bleed air contamination, such that the engine bleed air supplied by the

F-119 engine is not suitable to support the OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems

of the F-22 Raptor aircraft and these conditions were known to PRATT but were not

known to the pilots or maintainers of F-22 Raptor aircraft;

e. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold in a

dangerous and defective condition that did not account for known failure modes and did

not protect critical life support systems from the impact of bleed air system failures,

faults and malfunctions;

they were designed, manufacfured, distributed, integrated and sold with
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o
defectivedangerous and engine bleed air and life support warning sensors that were

inadequate and unreliable;

g. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerous and defective instructions as there was nothing to alert pilots or maintainers of

the failures of the engine bleed air and life support systems, which were known to

PRATT:

h. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with

dangerous and defective engine bleed air and life support system warnings as there were

none;

i. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerous and defective engine bleed air system that did not automatically provide life

support or breathable oxygen to the pilot in the event of a malfunction;

j. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerous and defective backup oxygen system which could be activated only manually,

and whose manual activation mechanism was located underneath and behind the pilot, in

an area impossible for a pilot to reach while he or she maneuvered the sophisticated

aircraft at speeds exceeding the speed of sound and while he or she experienced forces

many times the force gravity;

k. they were designed, manufactured, distributed, integrated and sold with a

dangerous and defective engine bleed air and life support systems that did not take all

reasonable steps to provide the pilots with redundancy given the known history of

OBOGS, ECS and other engine bleed air and life support systems failures.

3. The fraud of PRATT included, but is not limited to, the following:

a. before November 16, 2010 PRATT represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systerns and components of the F-22 Raptor
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o
systems, OBOGS, ECS and other

o
aircraft, including its F-l19 engines, engine bleed air

life support systems, met the performance requirements of the crew survivability contract

when PRATT knew that they did not;

b. before November 16, 2010 PRATT represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F-22 Raptor

aircraft, including its F-l19 engines, engine bleed air systems, OBOGS, ECS and other

life support systems, met the reliability requirements of the crew survivability contract

when PRATT knew that thev did not:

c. before November 16, 2010 PRATT represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F-22 Raptor

aircraft, including its F-l19 engines, engine bleed air systems, OBOGS, ECS and other

life support systems met systems integration requirements when PRATT knew that they

did not;

d. before November 16, 2010, PRATT represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the failure annunciation system for the F-22 Raptor

aircraft systems, including its F-I19 engines, engine bleed air systems, OBOGS, ECS and

other life support systems, would provide early and adequate warning to the pilots of

failure or insufficiency of these systems when PRATT knew that they did not;

e. before November 16, 2010, PRATT represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that the systems and components of the F-22 Raptor

aircraft, including its F-l19 engines, enginebleed air systems, OBOGS, ECS and other

life support systems would work with oxygen masks, counter-pressure gannents, anit-

exposure garments and high "g" maneuvering when PRATT knew that they would not;

f. before November 16, 2010, PRATT represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had fixed or cured any deficiencies in the F-22
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t
systemRaptor aircraft, including its F-l19 engines, engine bleed air

other life support systems when PRATT knew that it had not:

s, OBOGS, ECS or

g. before November 16, 2010, PRATT represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had provided sufficient maintenance information to

allow diagnostic and repair of the F-22 Raptor aircraft, including its F-119 engines,

engine bleed air systems, OBOGS, ECS and other life support systems in the field when

PRATT knew that it had not:

h' before November 16, 2010, PRATT represented to the Unites States

Government and to the public that it had provided a safe and reliabl eF-22Raptor aircraft,

including its F-119 engines, engine bleed air systems, OBOGS, EcS and other life

support systems that would allow our fighting men and women to survive combat, when

PRATT knew that it had not provided such and aircraft nor such systems to allow our

pilots to survive even routine training missions, such as the one that killed plaintiffs,

decedent JEFFREY HANEY.

4' As a direct result of the fraud of PRATT that continues to this date, the United

States Air Force has had to ground and/or severely limit flight of the F-22 Raptor aircraft, which

has severely limited the aircraft's combat operations, range, and utility and the plaintiffs

decedent JEFFREY HANEY is dead.

5' As a direct result of the fraud of PRATT that continues to this date, the United

States Air Force has awarded PRATT a new multi-million dollar contract to investigate the

failures' defects and deficiencies of the F-22 Raptor aircraft OBOGS, ECS and other life support

systems, of which PRATT has had continuing knowledge since the inception of the F-22 Raptor

program and which directly caused the death of plaintiff s decedent JEFFREY HANEY.

6. As a direct result of the fraud of PRATT, plaintiff s decedent, JEFFREY HANEY

sustained injuries of a personal and pecuniary nafure, including conscious pain and suffering
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I
vember

o
wouldprior to his death on No 16,2010 and had he survived, he have been entitled to

bring a cause ofaction for such personal and pecuniary injuries, and such action has survived

him.

7. Plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, Personal Representative of the Estate of JEFFREY

HANEY, deceased, brings this Survival Action, pursuant to l55ILCS 5/27-6, commonly known

as the Survival Act of the State of Illinois, and/or any other similar Act deemed applicable by the

Court.

WHEREFORE, plaintiff, ANNA HANEY, as Personal Representative of the Estate of

JEFFREY HANEY, deceased demands judgment against defendant, PRATT & WHITNEy, a

division of UNITED TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION in an amount in excess of the

minimum amount required for jurisdiction in the Law Division of the Circuit Court of Cook

County. Illinois.

Michael K. Demetrio
Corboy & Demetrio, P.C.
Attorneys for Plaintiff
33 North Dearborn Street, 2lst Floor
Chicago, Illinois 60602
(312) 346-3191
Firm I.D. No.02329

Arthur Alan Wolk
The Wolk Law Firm
Mr. Arthur Alan Wolk
1710-12 Locust Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania I 9 1 03
(2rs) s4s-4220



MKDrse I

rN THE CTRCUIT COURT OF COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS
COUNTY DEPARTMENT - LAW DIVISION

ANNA HANEY, Personal Representative of the
Estate of JBFFREY HANEY, deceased,

Plaintiff,

THE BOEING COMPAI'{Y, a corporation;
LOCK}IEED MARTIN CORPORATION ;
HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL, Inc., a
corporation; and PRATT & WHITNEY a
division of UNTIED TECFINOLOCIES
CORPORATION,

No.

Defendants.

AFF IDAVIT

I, MICHAEL K. DEMETRIO, state under oath:

l. I am an attorney associated with Corboy & Demetrio, P.C, and am responsible for filing

of the Complaint at Law in this matter.

2. 'fhe 
total of money damages sought by plaintiffdoes exceed $50,000.00, exclusive of

interest and costs.

SUBS9RIBED and $WORN ro before rne
ttris 5\ay ot V,kL,(k ,zotz.

Attorneys for Plaintiff
33 North Dearborn Stree! 20th Floor
Chicago, Illinois 60602
(312)  346-3191
Firm LD. No. 02329

Y &,EEMETzuO, P.C.
By: MichaelK. Demetr io

xmxffiffi*


